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CHAPTER I 

THE PROBLEM 

Statement of the Problem ------
Traditionally, learning was assumed to be a gradual acqui

sition.process. This accepted position naturally stems from 

the utilization of the learning curve to express the 

relation between response strength and practice. 

Ebbinghaus (1913) in his classic work on memory suggested 

the curve of his retention was roughly logarithmic in form. . In 

the thirties of the current century Thurstone {1930) derived an 

empirical curve that proved very successful in predicting maze 

learning behavior in ratso Hull's (1943) hypothetico-deductive 

system formalizes to a greater extent this incremental function 

of the acquisition process, initiated by Ebbinghaus and Thur

stone •. Hull's theory of response evocation states that the 

parameter reflecting probability of response, reaction po.tential 

(SEil), increases as a function of the number of' reinforced trials 

and absence of' the response on a given trial may be attributed 

to the parameter of oscillatione While it is possible to advo

cate a theory of single tri~l ~earning, acceptance or the 

learning curve as an embodime.nt of' the assumption that repeti

tion and reinforcement increases associative strength in a 

gradual manner prompted Kimble (1961) to take the position 

1 
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that the bu:r,aen of proof must be assumed by the advocates of such 

a theory., 

In gew:1Jralj' assoc:tatio:n:I.stic learnin~ theorists have 

en.dorsea the incremental approach to learni.ng whilei fi.eld s.nd 

cognitive theorists have depreciated the role of practice, 

11 epeti ticn1 1 and experience.. The :noncont,i:nui ty approach eonsiders 

the ir'l.cremental nature of the learning curve to be a function 

of the traditi.onal analysis and experimentation in learning. 

For instance, practice in Gu.thrie 's sys·bem merely prov1.aes more 

opportunity for additional sti.mulus elements or cu.es to be either 

alienated or assimilated while his central law of learning is, 

"A combination of' sti.muli which has accompanied a movement will 

on its recurrence tend to be followed by that movementll (Guthrie,, 

1952; p .. 23).. Estes (1960) in discussing the·populai~ity and 

wide acceptance in contemporary psychology of associative 

strength 1s being dependent upon the number of reinforced trials 

suggests that two recent empirical investigations cast doubt 

upon the incremental assumption: (1) Kimble's (1956) finding 

with eyelid conditioning that ·the nature of th.a learning curve 

was unaffected when the CS was omitted during a substantial 

block of trials and (2) the finding by Rock (1957) of no 

retardation in learning of paired associates when missed pairs 

were replaced by new pairs, thus depriving §_a of the advantage 

of practicec 

Other theorists who have advocated a noncontinuity 

approach to acquisition include Voeks (1954), Sheffield (1949), 

and Krechevsky (1932). 
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General H:ypothesis 

In general, it is suggested that though a learning of' 

paired associates may occur either incrementally or in a 

single trial, the probability that single trial or incremental 

learning will occur is a function of' the age of subject, 

capacity of subject, and nature of' the stimulus material. 

The role of practice or repetition may be masked in the 

presence of increased levels of the other factors and the 

more this tends to happen the more learning appears to be of' 

the single trial variety. 

Implications 

Although the tenor of' ~lle gf:lneral hypothesis of' this 

research suggests that the pl:lenomenon of single trial lea;rn

ing,as suggested by Rock, is artifaotual, nevertheless, the 

issue is a central one and the implications warrant exhaus

tive examination of the single trial proposition. It the 

results of the laboratory can support the proposition that 

learning in its elemental aE1sociation is an all-or-none 

connection, then the analogy of the digital computer as a 

model of the human brain is certainly strengthened and the 

implications for the neurolQgy of learning are on a more 

solid empirical ground. ThO\lgh the educational curricular 

implications of the validity of single trial learning are 

mol'e obscure, they certainly should not be overlooked. 

There are implications for the independent variables of' 

age, achievement, and meaningfulness included in the present 
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research, In his review of the area of developmental 

psychology, Stone (1961) alludes to the importance of investi

gating the possibility of single trial learning over a 

substantial age range. Inclusion of three levels of meaning

fulness is an attempt to relate associative value scales to 

learning performance measures. · 

Terms .. ., ....... 

Conventional terminology utilized in paired associate 

learning will be observed 1:Q. this papel'. · When referring to 

a particular pair, the still'l\1:Lus element is the left hand 

member of the pair and the response element is the right 

hand member. In conventional pairecr associate leal'ning 

methodology, the set or list .. of pairs :ts presented sequen

tially during ·bhe learning trial and, following some 

shuffling, is presented for testing recall by having only tho 

stimulus element shown. The task of th~ §. is to ant1.o1pa'l::e 

the appropriate response element. Several measures of 

paired assooia·te learning performance are used: number of' 

trials required to reach some criterion of mastery, total 

number of incorrect responses in reaching e. criterion of 

mas·bery, and mean number of. correct :i:1esponses pe11 t:r•ia.1, 

The essential mod:tfice.tion tho.de bY Rock to support his 

single trial learning hypotheEJis is' ·bhe deletion of ·bho pa:b.1 

mis sea on a ·best 1;riaJ. and subs ti tuti'on· oi' a new pair for 

the m:l.s secl i)a.:1:r. This experimental treatment has been 

refc11rod to by numerous terms in the 1:l ·be11 a·bu:r1e: experimental 



(Rock, 1957; Rock and Heimer, 1959; Clark, Lansford and 

Dallenbach, 1960; Wogan and Waters, 1959), drop-out (Under

wood, Rehula and Keppel, 1962), substitution (Carron, l960), 

replacement (Lockhead, 1961). In this paper the main experi

mental treatment will_ be called single trial learning 

condition (STL). 

Notation will follow the format prescribed by the Ameri

can Psychological Association throughout this paper, The 

convention of abqreviating subject (§) and experimenter (!) 
will be observed~ 



CHAPTER II 

REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE . 

Introduction: Single Trial!!.• Repetition Learning 

Among the enduring questions in the hi.story- of psycho

logy Js the nature of the acquisition. process in learning. 

There are two aspects of this question:. (1) what is it that 

becomes associated. and under what condi·tions of reinforce

ment, and (2) does the connection occur in a single·trial 

or is it gradually acquired as a conseqt+ence of practice 

(SpenQe, 19$1)? This latter consideration, the focus of this 

pa.per, has undergone an intere.sting alteration over the past 

few decade er. In the 11 tera:ture contl'as ting s,-ngle tl'ial 

learning with incremental leal'ning, the animal.learning.a 

maze has been replaced by the college sophomore's learning 

verbal material. Underwood and Keppe.l (1962) consider this 

a momentous event, observing, 

Controversies are not new in interpretations.of 
.. learning phenomena, but it is a signal historical 
event when the.controversies are based primarily on 
the interpretation of da.ta from the verbal 
learning laboratory rather than on data from th,e 
animal-learning laboratory o The hi.story of verbal 
learning shows few instances in which the learning 
or a list of nonsense syllables became the center of 
affectively tinged and opposed conceptual assertions. (p.l) 

In the .summary of the same article, Underwood concludes, 

Not since 'l'h.orndike has the human subject been used 
consistently as a source of data to test basic 

6 



theoretical notions about learning. The memory 
drum seems to have replaced the T-maze, at least 
temporarilyo This may or may not be an appropri~ 
ate trend {Po 12)o 
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After a brief look at two recent methodological proce

dures contrasting single trial learning with incremental 

learning utilizing human subjects, attention will be focused 

on Rook's original experime~ts. Estes (1960) found that if 

the stimulus element is paired with two different response 

elements the same number of times, performance on a series 

of test trials more readily fits a single trial hypothesis 

than an incremental hypothesis beo.ause §_s tend to favor the 

recall of either one response. e.lement or the other rather 

than yielding the expected probability of recalling both. 

In a less well known experiment Murdock (1960) presented Ss 

with numerous lists of words with only one of the words 

repeated and found the probability of recall for the repeated 

words exceeded, but not sigr+~t'icantlyso, the probability of 

recall for the words presented b~t once. Murdock concluded 

that since the probability of recall did not differ signifi

cantly for repeated and nonrepeated words, repetition was to 

no avail<J. 

Rock's Paradi@!l 

The experiments of Roe~ (19.57) and Rook and Heimer (1959) 

were designed to support th~ .J.1.ypothesis that, in learning 

paired associates, the associations are formed on a single 

trial, and previous experience with a pair, prior to the 

trial on which it :la learned, does not seem to be of any 



value. In Rock's initial study the paired associate 

material oonsieted of lists of twelve letter-number pairs, 

the stimulus element being a letter or double letter e.nd 

the response element being a number. A metronome was used 
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to time a three second ex;pesure of eaoh pa1r and a five 

second interval separated suo;es~ive cards. §.sin the 

repetition group were inst:ructed to associate the letter or 

double letters on each oard with the number and were told 

that the serial order would be changed randomly-. The single 

trial {!s were also told tha~,p.ew pairs would appear from time 

to time and it was their task to.learn the pairs shown. The 

presentation of all twelve pairs constituted the learning 

trial and was followed immediately b1 the test tl'ial in which 

the S was presented the stimulus letter or double letter -
alone and :ttequired to give the appropriate number. In his 

1n:tt1al study Rook does not disclose the length of t:t.me 

between the learning trial and the test trial, but states 

that it followed the learning trial after shutf'l:Lng, During 

the test trial the stimulus elements were presented at the 

rate of one every- five secon,ds. During the th:Lrt1 second 

interval wh1oh intervened between test trial and the subse ... 

quent lea:rning trial,! substituted new pa:L:rs for the pairs 

missed bv sinale trial Ss • 
.:, C, --

In summary, the single trial. group diffel'ed from the 

repetition s~oup in that pairs missed on a given learning 

trial were eliminated and a new pair substituted in th& 

subsequent learning trial. 



In all, t.here have been twenty~f our separate expe?'i • 

ments reported.in eleven different publications relevant 

to the line of research initiated by Rock (1957)~ It.is 
- . 

possible to tally the outcome of these exp.eriments as 

9 

being favo?table or unfavorable to Rock's single trial 

hypothesis. This compilatic:>.nD~t be offered with reserva

tions. First 9 as Underwood ,po1n1;,s out .(Underwood u.d 

Keppel, 1960)· to consider an,experiment as supporting Rock's 

hyp.othesis, ene:must fail to,.,rejeet the null hypothesis. 

Thereforie; whethe:,r a positive.instance riep!esent the single 

tri~l phenomenen or !.~.s using. ~ ,mall n1:1111ber of !s who vary 

widely f'rom individual to inpividual, is highly speculative. 

Nevertheless, for an experi~ent to be considered as suppor

tive of Rook's hypothesis, ~o ,1.gnifieant diff'erenoe must 
.\ ., ··:· . ; 

be found between the single 1'ria:i group and the repetition 
I•, ,' 

group, or th& single trial gx'OUp,tmllst exceed the repetition 
. ·'.\ -~ 

group 1n performance. Seo0:Q~ly, seme investigators performed 

many experiments, and the d~.vision of pt,sitive and negative 
\ '\ . 

instances was not equal wit~in. pi;i.blioations. For example, 
. 

Rook :rian six studies and supp9r'bed his conclusions on .t'ive 

of them (Rock, 1957 and Roc~.tanq Heimer, 1959), while Under-
. . ·. . 

wood performed five studies.~ith·f'our of the»m failing to 

support Rook. Third I sample size varied. ex.tensively, some 

studies utilizing several times as many:Ss as other studies 

used. Fourth, it is hard to view each experiment as a 

sepa?tate entity; each must be viewed within the context of 

the ~-s pu:rpose. Some experiments replicated Rock I s oztiginal 
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sway in o:r-der to show how Rock's results were artii'actual 

because the manipulation of a. crucial val'iable woul.d ·change 

the results from positive to negative (e.g., Lockhead, 1961). 

Finally, althea.gh all experimen1;s uae.d a college pop,itlation, 

type o.1' stilDtlllus ma tel'ial. and inter trial intervals were not. 

constant over e:xperiments •. ft ,is, o.t intel'est, nevertheless, 

to :note that thirteen o.t ·. the. t1,Q"f\9nt7-f'our l'epol'ted experiments 

could be interpreted as suppex-ting the single trial hypothesis, 

while eleven f~d dii':f'erence.s that. ~avor~d the repetition 

group. About half of the Es.ce:ncl11c!led that theil' studies -··. ' 

successfully replicated Rock ev,n. though some e.l'e l'el'\lctant 

to ac.cept the single trial lemming hypothesis (Rock, 19.$7; 

Rock and Heimer, 19.$9; Wogan and Waters, 19.$9; Clal'k, Lans

ford and Dallenbach, 1960; J~hnson and Heenes, 19$9). 'l'b.e 

othel' half report their fin~in,s as. incompatible with Rookts 

single tl'ial h7Pothesis (Re'.d and Riaoh, 1960; l1ndel'Wood and 

Keppel,. 1962; Carl'on~ 1960; Lockb,ead, 1961; Postman, 1962; 

Schwartz., 1963). Most of t}lis.latter group do not feel that 
. ,;: . 

their work negates the possi:t.,ility that learning could occul' 

on a single trial, but., while recognizing the posaibill t,- ot 

single trial learning theJ'. feel ... that the WOl'lt ot Rook does 
. . . 

. not eliminate an incremental .im.tei'pl'etation of the l'esults. 

lYlethodology 

All studies reported in the litel'at'UX'e used a college 

population, either graduate or undergra:duate. Sex is not 

regarded as a significant variable; !S usually balanced the 
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male ... f'emale ratio in the single tr.ial gl'OUP with that of' the 

repetition groupo 

Rock (19.57) prov.ided a cursory descript.ion of his appara

tus in the original study, mentioning only the type of stimu

lus mater.ial and. the use of a metronome·to time the exposure 

interval. In the later stuc,ies. (!tock and Hein,.er, 19.$9), the 

!_s describe a system of envelop,s which CC?Vel' paztt of the 

3 x .5 cards and facilitate i:p.terchanging stimulus and 

response e_lements in the. ti~~~- experiment of this series. The 

mechanical card _changer used,ill_~he experiments by Olark, 

Lansford and Dallenbaoh (19~9) has been described (Dallen-
.• . ! .. ·: ... ' 

bach, 1959lo Underwood (199,2).used a manual card· changer 
.,:' ,.~· .. ,. ' 

for some of his studies. WQ~an. and Water~ (19..$9)" used a 

taehieron ta.chistoscope. I~ ... , .. ~wnmary, !_s either used card 

holde.rs, mechanical card ch~nge,rs o-r tachistoscopes to presat 

the stimulus material, WheJ;I~ m~nual pres~tation occurred, 

timing of pres-entat·ion was •gQom;lished by use of metronomes, 

Apparatus by itself seems a~.inelevant i'actoit in these 

experiments, It. becomes iqerta•t onl7'beoause length ef 

exposure and inter=exposure J.~'tie,;tval ue mechanical proper-· 

ties of the apparatus. .••: ,, ' "'.I 

Although details of an,rat~s may be largely ignored, 
f 

methodelogical procedure fo~low.ed in Rock-like experiments 

are most controversial. Th~:' proc:,edural criticisms leveled 

against Rock are (1) item selection provides the single trial 

gztwp with an easier list, (2) intralist competition makes 

the task more difficult f'or the l'epetition group, (.3). time 
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interval between stimulus pair exposures pe11mits rehearsal, 

(4) Ss fail to differ because both groups utilize mnenomic 

devicas 9 (5) instructional set favors the single trial 

learning &sand (6) this procedure represents merely one 

aspect or the associative learning processo 

Underwo~d states the fi.rst two objections quite 

sucoinotly~ 

The obvious question tq.raise concerning the pro
cedures followed thI'oughout the above mentioned 
studies in which lettel,'-number pairs were used is · 
whether the insertion of' new pairs for the experi
mental [single tria17 Ss may not have produced a 
factor or factors whicli' :f'acili tated learning (Under
wood D Rehula and Keppel, 1962; Pe 355). 

The item selection possibility is recognized by most investi

gators and 9 stated simply, suggests the items substituted 

for the missed i tams are easi.er than the ones that are 

eliminated. 

Item selectiong Rook himself was aware of the item -
selection possibility and designed an experiment to meet this 

objection (Rook and Heimer, 1959). Two digit number pairs 

unlearned after one presentftion were pitted against pairs 

that we:r•e still unlearned after four presentations. Rock 

reasoned that if .[a normally l,e~rn the easiest third of·. a 

seven item list on one trial and the easiest third of a.twelve 

item list on four trials, then if an additianal test trial 

.is gi van with four of' the un,leal'ned items on the short list 

(seven pairs) mixed with four of the unlearned items on the 

long list (twelve pairs) 9 the §_s are attempting to recall 

equally diff'ieult material., It was further argu.ed that 
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items from the long list should be more readily recalled if 

repetition works to the Ss advantage, since the [s has 

had pl"evious experience with these pairs. The results 

slightly favored the recall of the pairs from the long list. 

The nonsignifioance of this difference, aowever, was inter

preted as confirming the si~;e trial hypothesis and a 

replication of this experim~nt ~~owed no difference between 

the mean number of pairs co~reet,, on the critical test tz,ial. 
. . . 

According to Rook, eliminati~g t~e learned pail's constitutes 

an operational definition of_"easiness• and therefore the 

unlearned items in both the long and the short list are 

equated in difficulty: 

This experiment is particularly important because it 
does not contain any of the possible flaws mentioned 
at the beginning of the paper • • • , the technique is 
a sensitive one and the objection concerning the 
difficulty of unlearned pairs has been met (Rock 
and Heimer, 1959; p. 11). 

Clark, Lansford and Dallenbach (1959) found no communal

ity among §_a regarding the pairs that were easy or difficult 

to learnD i·.e., neither early learning in the case of the 

repetition [s nor single pr"sentation in the ease of the 

single trial §_s clustered around certain pairs, and learning 

or not learning was spread widely throughout the pairs in the 

stimulus pool. Clark, Lanstord and Dallenbach (1959) also 

performed an experiment sim~lar to that of Rook and Heimer 
·i. ' 

(1959) in which difficulty ~as operationalized as failure 

to learn on any given trial for the single trial learning 

gl'Oup. No significant differences were found upon relearning 

the difficult pairs. '"This means that there are no objective 



dif'f'erenoes among our stimulus pairs in ease or di1'f.1cul ty 

of' learning b'ut it does not eliminate the stlibjective or 

idiosyncratic dif'fere~ces that ma7 exist among·Lthem" (Clark, 

Lansford and Dallenbach, 1959; p. 26). 

Postman (1962} objects to the use of the final experiment 

in theHBoc:k and Heimer seri~s (1959) as a critic.al and unequiv

ocal proof of single trial l~arning on several grounds. First, 

the lengths of' the lists differed and the rate of learning 

vatties inversel7 with the l~ngth of the list: "One certainl7 

cannot eempensate f'or the length~diffieult7 relationship 

by a difference in the numb•r-of'_trials and then treat this 

~ame difference as theindep,ndent variable in assessing the 
;. ~- .. 

effects of repetition on items a.aid to be of equal difficult7" 

(Postman, 1962; p. 374). IX}.,other words, although you can 

say that unlearned words ar~_more difficult than learned ones, 

you cannot consider ones uniearned after onl7 one trial 

equall7 difficult with those. still not learned after four 

trials. The finding of no •ignificant diffel'enoe ma7 equall7 

reflect the greatel' diffiou~ty of those _pairs still not 

learned after three trials just as readlly as the laok of 

effect of repetition. Second, intraserial interference and 

opportunity to rehearse differed for long and short lists. 

Third, the long list was learned after the shortone, thus the 

effects of pl'oactive and retroactive inhibition are not known. 

Finally, since large numbers of' ,!s were excluded because they 

either did not learn enough or they learned too man,. pairs, 

the gener.al:tt7 of the findings are greatl7 restricted. 



In a more l'ecent publication., :Postman (l.963) states 

that the riesearich of Undeiowcod., Remla, and Keppel (1962) 

and Postman (1962) unetlJ,Uivocally demonstrates item selec

tion as a methodological f'law in the work or Rock, basing 

this conclusion on three findings.. First, Underwood con

structed lists containing bc;,th high ~ssociative valued 

bigrams (go) and low associ•tive valued bigrams (xv) and 
.. ~ - -

fGUnd the final list learned by the single trial learning 

group contained more high associative bigrams than low 

associative ones. Seoondl7., when a second control group 

(repetition) which learned the final list mastered by the 
. 

single tr.ial group was intr~dueed., differences were found· 

between this second control and. the first control that 

simply learned a 11st randomly selected from the st1mu.lus 

pool by the repetition method. Finally, random selection 

of lists produced lists of unequal d1f1'1oulty, and item 

selection tavo:red or handicapped the single trial learning 

group, depending .on list d11't1eulty. '!'he above obje,tions 

led Postman to conelude., "TJ:;t.is analJ'Sia leaves no doubt 
•• ,i, '',, 

but that the dl'op-out L'i:ins,• triaJ1 procedure introduces a 

sign:if:lea.nt amount or 1 tem. ~f.lect1on • • • • Ou.?' final 

evaluation of Rock's s~die, .. )l'1.ng~ us .'back. to the a·tatus 

quo ante. 'fhe facts are consistent ·with both interpretations" 

(Postman, 1963; ·p. 304). 

In summary, the findimgs regarding the existe.noe ana/or 

biasing effect of 1 tem selection in .Rock.' a paradigm depends 

upo method of att·aoki 



lo Frequency distributions ·et pairs learned by single 

trial learning ~sand pairs learned on first trial by repe

tition Ss fail to show clustering around particular pairs - ,, 

(Clattk 11 Lansford and Dallenbach11 19.$9). 

2o Operati.onalizing diffic,ulty as pairs not learned 

after any given number of tr.:ials fails to show differences 

:in learning of items unlearned after one trial opposed to 

items still unlearned after ~any.trials (Rock and Heimer, 

1959i Clark 9 Lansford and D~llenbach, 19.$9). 
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3 •. When preselected pairs of diverse associative value 
' 

are used 9 the list learned by the single trial learni.ng 

group contains more high associative value pairs (Underwood., 

Rehula. and Keppel, 1962). 

4e An additional contl,'ol group that learns the list 

mastered by the single trial learning group by the repetition 

method often shows differences between the control groups 

(Underwood 9 Rehula and Keppel, 1962; 'Postman, 1962). 

5. A ratio of the number of times a pair appears. on 

lists learned by single tri~:I.:l~arning §_s over the number 

of times it was presented to single trial learning ~s pro

duces an item selection r~tio for each stinm.lus pair. The 

item selection ratios tor s~veral experiments are found to 

interoorrelate signi1'1oantlt. (Underwood, Rebula and Keppel, 

1962)0 

6. Moderate correlations are found between selection 

ratio and rated diftioulty of pairs (Vnderwood, Reh~la and 

Keppel 11 1962). 



The findings clearl7 conflict. The he'berogeneit7 01' 

stimulus diffioult7 appears to be a crucial factor. When 

highly difficult material is contrasted with eas7 material, 

selection is apparent. 

17 

~ Mf'1'1oul t7: The second Cl'it1ciam of Rock's experi-
.. "" ' 

ment (19$7) . argue·s that failul'e to 1'1nd d1ffel'enoes between· 

the single trial leal'ning gr<»up,. and the l'epetition group ma7 

be due to the more diffioul~ ta.tk created tor the repet1 t1on 

gl'Oup. The former criticism attributes the lack of diff

erence to the method providing _an easier task for the single 

trial learning groupo '!'his c,ritioism argu.es that when a !a 

forms an incorrect association,. he forms a bond that competes 

with his learning the corre~t a,a.oo1at1on and therefore an7 

lack of' d11'1'erenoe between single trial learning gl'OUP Sa -
and repetition Ss is not due to the absence of repetition - . 

but to the presence of these partiall7 formed associations 

which must be overcome, 

Rook was aware of this poaa1b1lit7 and the first experi

ment in the second series (lqck and Heimer, 19.$9) was designed 

to meet this objection, Roqk used lists of eight s7llable

syllable pairs but had mate~ial so arranged t•at pairs missed 

by a! in the single trial group would appear in different 

oombinationso For example,~! ma7 miss two pairs on one 

given trial: TUP-NOZ and QUZ-FIM. The list on a subaequent 

learning trial ma7 contain tbe recombined pai~si TUP-FIM and 

QUZ-NOZo Thus if the [ par~iall7 forms an assooiation during 

the previous trial~ it would interfere with his learning the 
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new pair in much the same way that it would fer the repeti

tion group bercause the wong association would. have to be 

overcome. In Rock and Heimer•s experiment the single trial 

learning group learned in fewer trials than the repetition 

group., although the difference was negligible, '!'his finding 

was. interpreted as ecompati~+,. wi ~h the single trial hnothesis. 

Postman (1962) disagre~s.with Rook (19.$7) on the inter

pretation of this experiment" .. Rock (19.$7) accepts the resuli 

as additional evidence of si,~gle,,.trial learning, although he 

admits the single tl'ial lear,ning.1!,s had the advantage of 

easier items~ "In some case~ .the pail's resulting f'rom inter

ohangin~ for the experimentil f:iingle trial learnin.s7' group 

were unctuestionably easier i;io learn •••• Such pairs were, 

however, exceptional 11 (Re>ok, .J:t?,d Heimer., 19.$9; p. 5) • He 
, •I.' ' 

.feels that this advantage i~.more than counterbalanced by the 

advantage of the repetition .. Foup; a stringent response 

measure s11c:b. as a recall me1P-sve.penalizes the single tl'ial 

leal'ning group by requiring., 'bhe el1.mina tion et missed pail's 

even though they were learnec:l euller,. and tllus ass·ociations 

formed at a subthreshold.leye:,. would f.aoilitate the subsequent 

consolidation of the connectien fCi>r the repetition group. 

P·ostman (1962) rejects. ~hii point of view, claiming it 

is insufficient and 1nappropriate·to equate intuitively the 

biasing effect of such taote>rs as item selection and 

rehea:ttsal with subthreshold association1. 
i 

Ola:ttk, Lansford and Dallenbach (1959) after replicating 

Rock's experiment$ performed an experiment ia which t~e 
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unlearned pairs in the single trial learning condition were 

later relearned by the repetition methodo A control group was 

presented a list once to derive a list comparable to that of 

the single trial learning g~oupso The Es felt the evidence -
!"or associative interference was impressiveg (1) though 

tbera was no dif'f'erenoe betwE3en the single trial learning 

and the repetition group on the .first test trial, on 

subsequent trials the repetition group made almost twice as 

many errorsi (2) on the trial before complete mastery of the 

list, repetition Ss made twice the errol's made by single ..... 
trial learning Ss; (3) repetition Ss made twice the reversals - . -
(missing a pair that was previously correct) made by the 

single trial learning !s; (41 v11riance was almost twice as 

large f'ott the rapeti tion group; (5) when single trial learn

ing !a relearned by the raptition method "difficult" pairs 
' 

(pairs eliminated because the1 were missed during the earl1 

paFt of the experiment) werE) learned as readily as oontrol 

[s learned Ueas1n items {pairs randomly selected from the 

item pool)j (6) interference was only present when the 

repetition condition was involved; (7) erro:tts did not cluster 

around specific pairso The~e findings led Clark, Lansford 

and Dallenbaoh (1959) to oo~clude that associative inter

ference inhibits the learning of certain pairs, and their 

removal facilitates leernin~ and associative interference 

is not equivalent to item difficultyo 

Underwoc>e3 9 Rehula and Keppel (1962) 11 on the other hand, 

rejected the associative interference interpretation in 
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favol' of the item selection hypothesis. A-control group 

that learned the final lists mastered by the single trial 

learning gl'oup learned it in significantly fewer trials when 

learning was by the repetition method. Therefore, they 

(Underwood, Rehula and Keppel, 1962) argue, it was not the 

interference but the item selection that accounts f'or Rook's 

(19.57) results. 

Numerous studies repor~ greater variance for the repe

tition group when trials to·. criterion is used as a dependent 

variable (Clark, Lansford and Dallenbach, 19S9; Lockhead, 

1961; Rock, 1957; Rook and :a;:eimer, 19.$9). One possible expla

nation for the greater variance of the repetition group is 

to assume that associative interference is responsible. 

Practice, it could be argu.ed, reduces the mean trials to 

criterion though not inf'lue~cing the variance, while associa

tive interference increases· .both the mean and the varianoe. 

The l'esult of the oppositiqnal effect of practice .and 

associative interference on th,,repetition group is that the 

mean is increased sufticient,ly to be equivalent to that of 

the single trial learning g~oup while the variance of the 

repetition group remains la:rger .· than that of the single 

trial learning group. This ._.speculative analysis requires 

three reservations: (1) with.one exception (Experiment 
a ·• 

IV: Clark, Lansford and Dallenbaoh, 19$9) the difference 

between the two variances are slight, comfol'tably within 

the homogeneity of variance assumption for statistical 

comparison of means; (2) in many experiments the val'ianoes 
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are not reported (Carron, 1960; Postman, 1962; Underwood, 

Rehula and Keppel, 1962; Wogan and Waters, 19.59) with the 

safest assumption being differences are nonexistent or 

negligible; and (3) this tendency exists only for the 

dependent variable of trials to criterion and there are two 

exceptions even when using t};lis measure (Experiment IIA: 

Underwood, Rehula and Keppel, 1962; Reed and Riaoh, 1960). 

Instructional set: The :Lack of difference between the 

single trial gr.oup and the repeti.t10.n group may be attri

buted to the differential instru·otions given. Since th~ 

single trail group had new pairs .introduced, some !_s (Rock, 

19.57; Clark, Lansford and Dallenbach, ~957) instructed these 

Ss not only to anticipate the new pairs but also to Attempt 

to leattn them! 

In view of the procedure used with the experimental 
/single trial learnimz7 group, §. was_ told in advance 
that new pairs might~ shown from trial to trial, 
although the total number would remain the same, 
and that it would be his task to try to learn all 
those shown at any time (Rock, 19.57; P• 187). 

In their followup study, Rock and Heimer (19.59) did not men

tion whether or not they differentially instructed their .§.s. 

Other investigators fail to mEl?ltion the specific content 

of' their instructions or wh~ther they instructed single trial 

learning and repetition groups differentially (Lockhead, 

1961; Wogan and Waters., 19.59)0 

Reed and Riaoh (1960) are t~e only investigators suffi

ciently convinced of the relevance of instructional set to 

incorporate it into their experimental design. They argue 

that the set to associate, rather than to learn acts as a 

' - -- ---- -- --- - - - ---- ----- --- --- -- - --- --- ---------------- - --- ----- ------ --- --
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hindrance on the perf'ormanoe of' the repetition group. They 

utilized a 2 x 2.factorial arranget11ent with single trial 

learning vs. repetition learning and set to associate vs. set 

to learn as the.two experimental tl'eatments. Instructions 

to learn are probably more. f'ol'oibly stated than in the other 

experiments of this paradigm: ''Learn as many of the combina

tions ~s you eanin each trial •••• Remembel', your task 

is to le.arn ;as . many of the pairs as J'GU can on any trial u 

(Reed and Riach.,. 1960; p. 609}. The findings of' this 

expeJtimen.t are .ambiguous., since the main. effect f'or dif'ter

entia1.1nstr:u.ctional set was in the right direction but did 

not attain significance when the dependent variable was 

total ~rrors., though trials to criterion y:teld.ed a signi

ficant F f'or instructional set. - . 

The only other investigator repol'ting dif'f'el'ential 

instruction of' single trial learning and repetition. groups is 

Clark, Lansford .and Dallenbach (1.9.59} but they told the re.peti

tion group that they would be tested after the leuning trial. 

Tlle single trial learning group was told that.new cards would 

be introduced and that they should learn. the cards shown. 

• The .wei.ght of evidence supporting the instructional s.et 

criticism is inconc.lusi.ve. · Other than the limited, thoagh 

direct,. support or Retd and. Riach (1960}, -th, only other 

support is indirect. Such indi.r.ect suppor.t. is found in the 

fact that instructions to •associate" happen to coincide with 

some successful test.a (Rock., 19.57; Clark, Lansford and 

Dallenbach, .19.59) and instructions to "learn" coincide with. 
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some unsuccessful tests (Postman, 1962; Underwood, Rehula 

and Keppel, 1962) of the hypothesis that single trial learn

ing is equivalent to repetitious learning. The fragmentary 

and indirect evidence supporting instructional set as a criti

cal variable suggests a negligible role tor instructional set 

in experiments investigating single trial learning thus far. 

Mnemonic devices: It has been suggested that mnemonic 

devices, used by §_sin paired associate learning, render Rook's 

(1957) paradigm an inappropriate test of the single trial 

learning hypothesis since the use of mnemonic devices is likely 

to result in single trial learning, whether on the first trial 

or after a series of trials. Clark, Lansford and Dallenbaoh 

(19!,9), the mainproponents or this criticism, schematized the 

use of mnemonic devices as involving an intermediary, o, to 

facilitate the connection of a to b, thus a-,..c .... b symbolizes 

the p:rooess of paired associate learning. The process involves 
,. 

two stages: (1) the development of a device, and (2) the reten-

tion of the device. Se reported that 1ntertr1al intervals were -
spent rehearsing, not the pairs, but the connecting device 

which obviously relates this criticism to the amount of 

rehearsal time. This r,lat1onsh1p of exposure time to use of 

mnemonics should manifest itself when tactics are used to 

eliminate mnemonics, ie e., shortening the exposure times 

·and the 1ntertr1al interval {Lookhead, 1961; Clark, Lansford 

and Dallenbaoh, 1959; Underwood, Rehula and Keppel, 1962). 

When Clark, Lansford and Dallenbach (19S9) shortened 

the interval, only a small fraction of the !s reported 



using the devices. 'Neverthel,ss, single trial learning Ss -
learned raster. The !s write, 

The results or Experiment III take us back to where 
we were before Experiment II was undertaken, but 
with this difference: we know that mnemonics are 
not responsible tor Rock's results (Clark, Lansford 
and Dallenbach, 19$9; p. 37). , 

Postman (1962) criticizes these studies because E does 
. . -

not control what §.s do during the learning trials. It is 

possible for the§. to ignore most of the 11st, according to 

Postman, and concentrate on a f.ew pairs . each trial, learning 

· them with or without mnemonics •. Postman feels a.more adequate 

control for both mnemonics and rehearsal is to have the S -
read aloud the pairs as theJ are. presented in the. le~n:1:ng 

phase. Under these conditions, Postman (1962) found sign:11'1-

cantly more!~ reaching criterion of one perfect recitation 

and more correct anticipat-ions per trial in the repetition 

groups. 

A bit of indirect evidence can be found in Underwood's 

(1962) experiments. Ke had Ss recite the stimulus material -
durins the learning trials in some·expe~ime:r;its but not in 

other experiments. Underwood performed an anal1sis of 

variance with experiments as a factor and :f'OUlld a nonsipi

ficant f• I:f' recitation.had had a marked ef'f'eot on single 

tltial learning, it should have influenced the above mentioned 

·analysis of variance. 

Rook's (19$7) methodolog7 has been criticized for the 

liberal amount of rehearsal time associated with experimental 

procedure. It is argued that no differences between the · 

- ----- ·--- --- ----- ----------------- ------- ----------- -- ---- -- - ---- - ----------- ---- ------- -



single tl'ial and the l'epetit:t•n.gl'OU.p are found because 

there is sufficient time fo~. l!,o'tiPt peups to practice and, 

theretere the singlf trial g;r.np is reall'Y'. another l'epet1t1oa· 

poup·. 

In Rock's original st11d7 a new stimu~us would appeu 

every eight seconds during t•e l~araing trials. !he 

stinmlus-response pair wo•l4 be y1s1ble.tor three seooncla 
' ' ' 

followed b7 a five second Pt~••• Dazt~ng the testing trials 
a • :: • '1 

the! had five seconds in whieh to ~eapond before the ne;t'I; 

stimalus element was presen,,d. A thirt7 second 1nterT~ 

sepuated the 'best trial and.,. the n.e·it learning trial. 'l'l1.is 

comparat1Tel7 leag period o~ time has bee~ the sub.jec t Qf 

criticism d:irectl7 or indir111,otl7 (Clark, Lansfol'cl ,and 

Dallenbaoh, 19$9; Pt>stman, :Jr,62'J .'lndenood, Rehu.la and EJppel, 

1962; Leckhead, 1961; Carron, .. 1960J~. 

Whe~ Loc'ldaead (1961): s~ortened the exposure 1i1me toj .7, 
secendswitll 1.2$ seconds inteJL':'~xposure 1nterva~,. tlae ..,1ngle: 

trial pn.p took almost tw1q,.a1 long to reaoa criterion. 
','• ' -

O,lark, Lansford and Dallen'b,,l.;l: (19$9), on the· other hand,.,; . 
~' : .... -~ ' . .. ' ' ; . . . 

found the single tria~ grwp ~ook a1p1~1~ant17 leas tiM to 

learn when. the expo.sure tiUMt . ~as reduced to one second and 

tae 1nter-exposve interval Jr•s ~l1m1nated. trndel'wood, 

ijehula .and Iteppe.l (1962) e1~'11nated the inter-exposure , 
' ' 

interval and found essentia+s1-Y wkat had. 'been fG'IUld ~n ~a 

earliel' e.xperiments J the single trial learning grou.p was 

1nferiol' te his two cantrol groups. In the next experiment 

Jae shortened the interval frem three seeonds to ·two seconds. 
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The only change!) other than increasing the number of trials 

to reach criteria for all §.s~ was a slight tendency to decrease 

the difference between the single trial learning group and 

the oont~ol groupso The difference between the single trial 

learning group and the repetition group did not quite reach 

signifioanoe., In other word~ 9 .. shortening the inteztval had 

the ef:f'eot of tending to ma'l4:e the :riesults more compatible 

with Rockne 1'no difference'' ,findings., Oarzoon (1960) elimi

nated the inter~exposure interval and had Ss do subtraction -
problems between lea:r-ning and test trialso He found that 

the repetition g:rioup made significantly fewer errorso 

To summarize 51 the results oonf'licte Reducing the 

available rehearsal time tended to improve performanoe in 

the single trial group (Cla?Dks, Lansford and Dallenbaoh, 19.$9), 

to improve performance in the repetition group (Lockhead, 1961) 

and to make a negative finding less negative (Underwood, 

Rehule. and Keppsl 51 l962)e 

Associative meaning~ The final procedural oritioism 

suggests that the work of Rook merely pel'tains to pal't of 

the paired associative learXl:lng pzeooesso Learning paired 

associates involves two stag~$~-the response learning stage 

and the asaooiation or hook-up stageo Critics (Underwood, 

Rehula and Keppel 9 1962; Pos;t;man., 1962; Postman., 1963) point 

out that RookVs focus is on the associative stageo This is 

not really a damaging oritioism and Rock (1957) is aware of 

the scope of his researcho In discussing familiarit7 or 
stimulus material he asserts 9 1'Since ane does not have to 



learn the items as suoh if the7 are familiar, one can 

concentrate on the associations to be fo:rmed" (p. 188). 
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Rook suggests a two stage model of *>.astering paired 

associatesi (l) a few pairs .are learned in single trial 

fashion, and (2) formed associations are strengthened upon 

subsequent :repetition and aC,~1~1onal opportunit1 is provided 

foi, new associations to be f9rmed, Postman (1963) feels 

the distinction, tt, • , appears plausible but it greatly 

complicates the theoretical .. Picture." This changes Rook' a 

hJPothes:ls from an a11 ... ori-nQne to a some-or-none and Post• 

man que:ttiedj "How muoh is some•• (p. 297)·7 

One ver7 promising mathema..t1ca.l synthesis of this dilemma 

has been offered b7 Kintsoh .Jl96~) who theorizes that learn

ing ooours in a single trial in both the response learning 

stage and the assooiation fQrmation stage. His Markov 

Model predicts impairment ot learning under single trial 

lea:ttn1ng oondi tions .s:inoe :t1esponsee learned in one trial but 

not used are not available for b@oking up Gn the subsequent 

trial, His data on twent1~th~ee is confirms nicely the 

predicted funotions for both., the single trial group and the 

repetition gzooup, 

Summary: Concerning p~ooedural oritioism of Rook 11 the 

following oonolusions seem in Grde:rt 

1, With quite heterogeneous stimulus mate%'1al 11 the 

single trial ~oup does sel~ot items that are easier to 

learn. With quite homogeneous stimulus material, item 

seleotion is undetectable, Finally, the point along the 
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heterogeneit1-homogeneit7 continuum where the transition from 

item selection to no item selection becomes apparent 1s 

unknown and shrouded in controversy, -

2. It is possible that associative inteI'ferenoe in

flates the variance of the repetition group, although this 

distozation is not large eno~gh.to violate the homogeneity 

of variance assumption and 9:nl1 applies when trials to 

orite:rion is used &El the dependent variable, 

3. Instx-uctions, althoµ.gh always a·potential source of 

bias, have not been shown tc, b, a oI'itioal variable in the 

research using Rook's paradigm,. 

4, The use of mnemoniQs is .Qfpendent, at least in part, 

upon the available exposure ti•e, and length of intervals be

tween exposures. Eliminatio:n of inter-exposure interval 

and reduction of the amount of stimulus exposure time 

minimizes the use of mnemonic devices, 

$. Rook's oonoept of 1;11ngle trial· learning dee.ls with 

the fi~al or-associative stage,,~f paired associate learning 

and largely ignores the response learning stage. It is 

further recognized that single trial learning, as viewed by 

Rook, is not a molar oonoept1onalizat1on and any theoretical 

extensions must inoorporate additional va~iables. 

,Independent Variables 

The independent var1ab~es of age, achievement, and mean• 

.ingfulness, of central concern in this investigation, have 

received little attention 1n previous experimentation in 
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single trial learning, 

l,ge: In general., age has not been used as a variable in 

single trial learning, The studies dealing directly with 

single trial learning have used college students for .§.a, Lately., 

there has b~en a renewed interest in the learning of paired 

associates at different age levels (Palermo and Lipsit, l963J 

Castaneda, l961J Mccullers, 1961) though not directly related 

to single_ trial learning, In this study, grade level is used 

instead of age. 

!.~~i~..V!.ment: In the (R9ok,1 
J 19~7) original expeviment, 

Rook found that the single trial group's average first-trial 

performance exoeeded that 01' th(l.l repetition gz,oup after about 

th:caee ... fourths of the §.a had been assigned to exper,.mental 

conditions.·· Subsequent ! assignment was made on the 'baa:ls of 

f'ivst trial perforriu.'inoe resulting 1n al.most 1dent1oal average 

f1rst .. tr1al performanoe fo:ri 'both groups. This :Ls the onlr 

e.ttomrirb to control for §_s J.aarn1ng ab1li ty 1n all of thcg oxpGri ... 

m0nts following Rook's paradigm. Apparently the oor1"elation 

between ini ·b1al trial per:rormanoe and o·bher :t'e!ponse measu:ros 

is felt to bo negligible, 

Mea~1nsfulnesa: Tho reaea~oh that has been done using 

Rook's paradigm does not allQw unequivocal interpretation 

of the :r;,ole of meaningfulness of the stimulus matel"ial in 

single trial learning, One .oa.n vank the t,Pe of stimulus 

material utilized in previous research aooord1ng to meaning• 

.f'ulness by opel'at:1.ona.l1z1:ng meaningfulness as assoo1at:t.ve 

va.lue o:r familiarity (Noble, 1961). Roweve11., when one attemp·bs 
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to relate this hierarchy of meaningfulness to whetheI' or 

not the ,! replicated Rook's findings, no definitive pa.ttern 

emerges. The most meaningful class would be the number-numbe;tt 

pairs with both the stimulus and response elements being 

numbers. Rook and Heimer (1959') were the only ones to use 

this material and to successfully replicate Rook's Ol'iginal 

study. Rook and HeimeI' (1959) w.ere the only !S to use first 

name pairs which would rank next in meaningfulness:,,. The 

first experiment failed to ~eplioate but a second which 

controlled for reminiscence repol'ted successful replication. 

Third in the order of meani~gful~ess is the letter-number 

pairs. These pail's were the.stim,ulus material used in Rook's 

original study (1957) and were used in five experiments: 

three positive (Clark, Lansford and Dallenbaoh, 1959J Rook, 

1957; Wogan and Waters, 1959), and two negative (Reed and 

Riach, 1960; Underwood, Rehu+a and Keppel, 1962), Two nega

tive studies are reported using nonsense syllables as the 

stimulus. One used nonsense syllable-number paixis (K1ntsoh, 

1963) while the other used nonsense syllable-bigraph pairs 

(Underwood, Rehula and Keppel, 1962), Finall7, with the non

sense syllable-nonsense syllable pairs, the least meaningful, 

two s·bud:tes repo:rit positive results (Rook, 1957; Rook ai1.d He:L

m1:u1, 1959) and two s·tudies report negative findings (Lookh.aad, 

1961; Postma:n, 1962), If you disooun·b the work of Rook (1957) 

and Hook and Heime:r ( 1959), as l)os tman does on methodological 

grounds, failure to replicate Rook tends to be associated 

with less meaningful stimulus material, 



CHAPTER III 

SPECIFIC HYPOTHESES AND DESIGN 

This chapter wi.11 include a statement of' the specif'ic 

hypotheses derived from the general hypothesis, a discussion 

of the experi.mental design used to evaluate the derived 

hypotheses and an elaboration. of' methods utilized in imple

menting the experimental design. 

Hipothese~ 

The, general hypothesis of this research is that the phenome

non of single trial learning (Rock, 1957) may or may not emerge 

depending upon various independent varie.bles. It is hypo.the

sized that these other variable.a are more critical than the 

methodological artifacts discussed in the review. The three 

variables seleci;ed are age of the §., achievement level of the 

.§., and meaningfulness of the stimulus material.. First, it is 

argued that the older the §. the mot•e capable he will be and 

the greater will be his apparent ability to learn in one trial. 

Secondly, the brighter the Ii the more capacity he has to 

profit from experience; thus brighteri Ss should show a greater 

tendency to lear•n in one trial. And finally, the nature of 

the stimulus material itself should dif.ferentially affect 

performance. The more meaningful the material the more readily 

31 
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it shnld be learned because __ .greater meaningfulness is a,su.med 

to facilitate single trial learning more tllanlow meaningful

ness ot material.. Tbis, this research predicts main-effect 

differences due to age, achievement,.- and meaningfulness plus 

signif'ioant .interactions of these factors with the main ef1'e.ct 

. ot si~gle trial learning vs. _repetition learning. 

'l'he experimental design in this research assumes a fixed 

.analysis of variance model· with repeated measures. ~e model 

ts f'i~ed because the levels of' e_ach factor w~re predetermined. 

The age factor was op.erationalized by selecting.alternate 

_sohool grade levels from fourth grade through twelfth grade. 

The achiev'ement factor was operationalized by selecting Ss -
from three achievement leve.ls within each. grade level. The. 

achievement levels were es_tablished by . di vi ding all the_ 

studen_ts in the grade into three groups 9 each containing apprexi.

mately one-third or the students o An .attempt was made to keep 

§.s at each achievement level as. homogeneous as possible. by 

eliminating both extremely high achievers and extremely low 

achievers, thus trying.to select §_s elosest_in ability to the 

mi.d-peint of each achievement levelo Levels of meaningfulness 

wer.e established by selecting nonsense syl~a.bles which clus'- · 

tered ar0und the three preselected assoc.iative value percentage 

points. '!s were assigne-d randomly to the main experimental. 

cond"ition of' single trial: learning vs .. repetition learning 

a:f'ter the above mentioned preselection. 

In this experiment .- the. s.ingle · tri.al learning sample 
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inoluded §.sat eve:r:ir grade level and every achievement level 

within es.oh grade, as did the sample that learned repetitious

ly, Meaningfulness is the repeated measure, Th.at is, 

there '1s not a distinct group of !,.s fo~ each meaningfulness 

levelJ every! learned all three levels of meaningfulness, 

Thia type design has both advantages and disadvantages, 

Where available !s are limit,d, as in this researoh where 

average olasa size was in the th1~ties, E oan investigate 
. - . 

the same number of factors with minimal number of Ss and 
,· -

the inter-subject variance is reduced, On the other hand, 
:i 

oarr70.ver and order 1n whio~ the diffe:r;ient ma ter1al 1a learned 

affects performano~ thus raising considerable stat1st1oal 

and interpretive problems (Gaito, 19$6), 

Since there aeem to be some discrepant 1'1nd1nga aasooiated 

with the particular dependent variable utilized (Reed and 

Ria.oh, 1960), it was deoide~ to incorporate three response 

meaau:ttes in this vesearch: ~umbe:r of trials to Ot'1ter1on 

of one er~o:rless trial, tot~l ervo:rs accumulated 1n reaobins 

o:r1te:r1on, and average errors per trial. 

The axpe~imental doeig~ operationalizes the proposed 

hypotheses bJ generating the following predictions oonoern• 

1ng the anal1sis of va:rianoest 

l, Faoto:r A (single trial learning vs. repetitious 

learning) will show no s1gn1f1oant difference (null hypothesis). 

2. . Levels of faotor B (age) will 11eld a signif':Loant 

F :riatio and the nature of the 1noreruental :f'uno·bion assooio.tod -
with age will be negatively aooele~ated, 
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3. Factors A and B will significantly interact. That 

is to say, at younger ages §_sin the repetition group will 

exoeed the _single tr~al lear~~g is in P!)l'~(?rman~e but with 

increasing age single trial learning Ss will match or better 
-·· --- ._ - . ~ 

the performanoe of {is learningrepe~itiously. 

4. Levels of' factor C (aohieve~e:r:lt) __ w~;1 significantly 

affect ss• ability to learn_pa:Ll'ed associates and :Lt is further 
... . -illl!llf. ..., . .. . . - . ,· . . . - ' ' .• . ., ·-. _, - - ~ • . . - • . . 

predicted that the nature of' the incremental function will be 

linear in form. 

5. Factors A and C will significantly interact; thus low 

achievement fis will learn mc;,l'e.r~adily by repetition while 

higher_~ohievement §_swill lfarn more under single trial con• 

~itions. 

6. The levels or D (meaningfulness) will affeot lea:rini:ng 

signifioa:r:ltly and the nature Qf' the incremental function will 

be linear. 

7. Finally, factors A and D will signif'ioantly interact. 
. - .. .. . .... , ... .. . "" 

When learning low meaningful material, repetition §.swill learn 
. • • • . .• • . . • --· • • - • . • .. • ., ,+ p •• • • • • .. ~ •• '! • . 

m~re ~;ticiently than single trial learning §.s, while the 

reverse will be true when high meaningful material is used. 

Powlation 

The discussion of methodology shall desoribe the sub

ject population and assignment of subjects to experimental 

oondit1ons, the apparatus and stimulus material used, and the 

procedure followed in having subjects participate. 

All §_s pal't:loipating in this l'esearoh were enl'olled in 
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the feurth, sixth, eighth, tenth, and tweli'th grades.of' the 

laborator7 schools on the cam~~ of ltansas State College et 

Pittsburg during the tall and spring of 1963-1964. 'l'h.e 
' . - . 

laborater7 schools draw st•dents f'rem the inm:u,uU.ate environs 

of the college which is l~rgel7."a m1d4le f?lasa l'eaidential 

district. Children of tacul.tr .members represent a .sizable 

blook of the student bed7 •...... 
< ·~. ·.' • ' 

Stu.dents in the elemen,,1'·1: ~d aecendar7 laborator7· 

schools were assigned to e:xpfriaental condition": via the 

procedure outlined belowt 
'1\." .• ' 

1. In order to obtainj:!s at three levels G,f .~c~ievemen~ 
., \. · . ., ·"' 

s.tudents in the elementar1 grade.a were listed aocordi~g to 

their oomposi te grade plaoe•en:ti. li,evel on the. Iow;J fest of 

Basia Skills and seoondar7 s,.~uclents were listed .,according 

to their verbal inte;ligence .. qaotient C?~taineu!I o~ the Lorge

Thorndike Test of Intelligence •. Gr.117 students .. f:('l' :*om seorea 
. ,,. ' 

w~re aTailable were oona1de~,·d in the student po"latJen. One 
. . . , . L ... , -~· . . . . -

exception had to be made to J;llis stipulation tor a f°"'i'th 
.• !•, ~ 

gt'&de substi tu.tion •.... Tile ([la;ttot1ia Aobtevement 'rest a cores 

were aTaila'ble. for this· ~t,u;lent who· ~11.d been 111,~ when the 

Iowa '!'est of Basic Skills was administered. S1n~e t.h~ corre

lation between. these two ac~f!tV&?11ent tests was high .J,earson 

1;>roduct moment correlation •, ,89 for the 16 fo'?,Z'th grade 

s.tlldents) and the Cal11'ern1a_ s,qr.es of eth~r is in th~ same 

achievement group were compatible with these. of the new §.s tor 

whem no Iowa scores were ava.:tlable., the su.bati tution was made .• 

2. Withim eaohgrade, !s were divided into three 



groups of approximately the same e1ze aooording to their 

respective soores. 

3, All elementarr students. in the sample pool were 

alte·rnatel1 asa1sned to e:L the%' the single trial learning 

or the repetition group. In about half the gl'ades the 

highest achievement score was assigned to the single trial 

learning group and the seoond highest was then assigned to 
' 
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the repetition group, eto, .. ~eoondal'J students· wel'e a·se1gned 

to experimental oond:Lt:Lons ~~ an analogous manner, S:Lnoe 

there were more students in.the seoondar1 pades, students 

were listed bJ achieveme·nt sQore and sex before being 

assigned to one of three equall1 sized achievement gl'Oups, 

At all grade levels, tour!• were then selected from each 

achievement group· to sat:Ls:t.'7 the tollow:Lns cond1t:Lona: 

a, Within an achievement group extremel7 deviant scores 

eliminated and students whose soot'es tended to 

cluster around the.midpoint of each achievement 

group were selected as much as possible. 

b, Mean achievement score or single trial learning Sa 
• .. -

approximated that of th• rep~tit:Lon.sroup of §.a, 

o, Whel'eVer possible, :t,.alf the participating §_a in each 

grad, were male and.~he other half were female, If 

this was impossible (in a:Lxth grade there were 

twent7-one bo7a and seven girls) the same proportion 

was observed for bQth the single trial learning 

group and the repetition group. 
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d. When a S failed to l'eaoh the. or1t'e~1on of one e·rror--
less teat t:J:1:lal on any of the three lists, a 

substitute was selected fl'em. the achievement aoere 
' '~ 

listings so that the new a•s· achievement.aoore was 

closest to that of the ! tailing to rea.oh o1'1tar:t.on. 

'l'he substituted. S a,tom,t1oall7 l'eoe1Yed al.1 the 

experimental conditions ot the.!, tailing to reach 

criterion. 

4. s.:tnoe each ! was 'b~. leal'n all ilhree levels of meaning• 

fulne1s mate1'1al, the order 1nwh1oh he learned the lia'b ot 

pairs was 1.mpo:,tant. One ot 'bhe six possible orders fol' 

learning the thre.e mean1ngt;.:,.neaa levels C?f nonsense a7llables 

was assigned to each! with the reatr:tction that all poaai~le 

orclers ooour11ed twice in both the a1ngle trial and the l'epeti.• 

t:l.on oond·it:tons. In othel' wo:r;td11, 1'&ndomization ot order to 
~ .;· '; 

!• within conditions oona11ted.Q:,f randc:,mly aaaiping one ot 

the six orders to a S then ranaoml7 aaa:!.gn1ng one or the - . 
; 

rema:ln:Lng tive otl:3.et' poaai'ble o:Pdlers to the next!, etc. 

'l'he eq,d.pm.ent used :ln this, rea.,,al'oh included a viewing 

soreen, the atimlua materi&il, and the timing device. 'J;'he 

plj'Wood screen had a 21tt b7,i36" ~aae and waa 2a• tall. 'l'he 
. ' 

screen coa.ld be plaoed on. a iiable and. provided an acceptable 

coverage for stimulus ma13er:tal not in u1e, scoring aheeta, 

eto. · !he middle of the 1oreen · ha~ a 2 .$41 by 4.;•• viewing 

window where the a t:tnlus ma t·er:Lal was d11pla7e d. 'l'he dev:!. oe 
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used to time the expo.S"lll'e or· the. stimulus oal'ds was a 

controlled reader set between twenty and thil'ty exposures per 

minute. At this setting, the device emitted an audible click 

consistently ever7 2.9. seconds. The E used this click as a -
cue to change the stimulus card on the learning trials and 

allowed as the interval 'between two cl:t.cks or $.8 seconds - . 

to l'espond on testing trials.• 'l'lle t:t.ming. device was either 

hidden or placed in some 1n,Qonspicuous place with onl7the 
- '... ~ ' 

oontztolled reader attachmen~ of the· projector turned on. 

Syllables for the stiimulus elements of the paired assoo1• 

ates were selected from the Kl'tleger List in Underwoocl' s 

"Associative or Meaningtuln•ss Values for 1,937 nonsense 

.sJllablest• Appendix (Underwqod. and Sohulz, 1960). The 

pa1~ed associate material was prepared 1n the following manner: 

l. A oontinuum of assoc1at1veness was assumed and three: 

eqa1-d1stant percentage point, w,re selected at twenty-:f':t.ve 

point intervals: low associative value at 4.$ per cent,. 

middle associative value at70 per cent and high associa

tive value at 9.$ per cent. 

2. It was initially p~anned to use syllable-syllable 

pairs :t.n such a fashion that .. a list ot 106 syllables at each 

associat:.tve value level were ranc;lomly selected with the 

,a.dd1t1onal criterion being that the mean and standard devia ... 

tion of associative percentages.were equivalent for all 

levels. The percentage value ot assoc:tativeness ot selected 

syllables ranged five percentage points above and below 

the predetermined level ot aasooiat1TeneasJ e.g., in the low 
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associative value list only sylJ.ables rated between ~-0 per 

cent and 50 per cent in associative value were included. 

3o Preliminary testing indicated that syllable-syllable 

pairs would be too difficult for fourth grade students, 

especially those of' low achievemento Therefore, syllable

letter or double-letter pairs were made for each associative 

level by randomly assigning letters or double letters to 

the syllables that clustered around, the predetermined pel'

centage points. Letters were no·t; paired with syllables 

that contained the same letter. The experiment was over 

half completed before fil realized an exception to this restric

tion had accidentally occurred with a high associative 

value pair ( PUD-U) o 

L~. The paired associates selected in the above manner 

were typed on three by five cards in capital letters with 

primary type. Preliminary testing of the experimental 

procedures led to the discovery ·I.hat §_s could see through 

the white note cards so opaque colored cards were used. 

Meaningfulness was color .. coded; high.meaningfulness pairs 

were typed on blue cards 9 middle meaningfulness pairs were 

typed on green cards, and low meaningfulness pairs were 

typed on red cards. 

Procedure 

The procedure for having .§_s participate in the experi

ment was similar for elementary and secondary students with 

a few salient differences. Since the elementary and 



1eoon1J1.r1 aohool1 were houaed in aepaiate ~lante, 1t waa 

decided to run the element1.r1 S1 tizt1t to avoid having to 
,.. .1: .... : : :::.: :.: ~ :~:c :,.. :. =··h : : 

'branapor'b th1_exp11i1mental equi}'ment more than wa1 n10111al'7, 

Prel:1111ina.r7 ~ontel'en~e~ w;th th~ e;ement1r7 Pl'1J:1~1pal_and 

laborator7 faoult7 reaulted in 1ohedulins the ho'lll' from 8130 
I ;, ~ • :.t : ~ 1 •. : . ...: C .:: .: : : ·' : , , ~ ; . : : ~ •. :..: :: :. : 

A,M, te 9:.30 A,M. ,,er7 morning aa the time when 81 would 
.. .. :. . .. ' :. ' : =- : ; :;: ,, : . .;.. .: ,. 11!11' .. 

pa2.'t:1o1.pate !nd1Y:1duall7, Xt wa.1 felt that th111 1ohodul1 
:. : ,_ - . •:·:-:.. :· .. . -·· :, : -~-- =· ;:.: J -~ .,, ~-, ,, .. ' .,:,,.:~::;' ~- >;. :\ 

would di1z.upt the inatruot!.onal pl'opam le1.1t, Additional 

houri WO:t't allocated 1.1 the.,experim-nt prope11ed, With one 
:. ;. .. : .. ,:; ; .. ; ;,. . : . 

ezoepti:ton (th, final 1u'b1t3:1'buto in tho fourth pa.de 11.mplo 
: .. , : ·- ~ -·~ :.. .. : - . ::::: "·" .. t : ; ,:: ..• : •. :. ::.: .:: : :.. : 

part:1o:lpated in an 01.ztl7111,,~ins 1111110n and again !.nan 
.. - :; :... ' : :.. ; : . ' . :. - : : . :. ' .. .; : .::: .. . .: -~ : :. . . :.. .:..::.. . :. .: . ; . - ;. : 

tar7 $1 were 11nt to the experimental room upon 'bho roque1t .... ~ . .... . . - . . " - ~-·- 1f . - - . . . ' 

of them. SU.baequ.ent 11 w,~, notified b7 the r1'bu~nin1 s. 
~ ; - .:: - ~ : . : .·. ~=~ :.. 'ml 

In ocntr11t to the recruitment procedure tollowod in the 
:$ ~- . : ,.. • • : 

high 1ohool, elemoniu1zt7 S1 had v1:t17 li'btlo ohoioo about 
: ::.:: .: : . ;; .: : . :'. . ~ iililiii ' - - . . .. . . : ,: ;; 

pa,t1~1pat1ns, However, no pre11u~, wa1 ozertod and thor 
- - ' . : ~ : . . - : 

111med eager to voluntoe:i, .Ono fcuztth pado hn,e1taotlv1 
: . . . ; .: .: :. :.. -(.: : . ~: ; 

male oon1'ban'b17 peered &fdound 'bhe 1crton a'b the 1'bimulu1 
- ;,' - . -~ .; :.: - ... ~::.: .•. .• : : ... :, ;~ ~-C: .:...~: : •.• :.: : : . .: ~= • 

mate11i1l, had d:1.tfioultr :t11e~ain:1n1 in h:l.1 10A'b and ml1oon .. 
. . .: . ,: : . ~ :::. . -· ::. .. ./ - ~ .: ·- . : 

1ttued the t&1k ot the expeiimonta lit a11umod tho 
:.: • ·- - . . .;;; ,. ; : :, ::: :: h: ·. _.; =~-- ::., : ' ,. ... ~ ..::. ' .: .:.. ---. ~; .!. ::: ~:. .. : • -

performano, moa1'W!"o of 'bhe •~oriment wa1 o'Wli\\lati,e oorreo'b 
... : ... ' l ; .. !.! .• .: : .: c ...• - ~ - •• "'" • • ;; • ·- :; ~ • .,;, .:. . • .: : ' • .: . : .:.... • • ,; ~ :; 

re1pon111 ~nd 1~omed to 'be 1a.~i1tiod 'td."bh 'bhe ra'bo at 

which he wa1 1oo~ing 1pcint1,N This fou~th grader, 
. ~ . 

111,nlns undo~ mingle t~:111 oondition1 1 wa.1 olimina'bod a1 a 
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S after thirty-four trials. Du.ring the last seven trials - . 

he responded "No" to each of' the three pairs that were being 

presented for the first time. 

Rec~tmeI1t .of' secondary students was more indirect. 

Af'te~ is had been selecte~ f'ro!i the.pGpulation,personally 

addressed letters {see App~n~ix Al were sent to the student

re9-uesting .~~e!t. ooopeza~tie>n~ ... ~tude~ts .were to indicate 

their willingness or unwillingness to partici.pate in the 
.. .. ....... . . : ,,, ' ,, .. . .... .. \ .. 

exp•riment l>y c~ecking ~he apprC)priate blek on an attached 

f'o~m and. returning it to the. mai.n ~f'tice ot the high school. 
~· " .. ' .. . . ..... .. .. . ' . ' ,. ... . . ...... . . '. . . . •: . . ' .. . 

Approximately two weeks· after th.e distribution of the letter · 
•: . ' ' .~ .. . . '' -.-- ... .~ ' . . ~.. . ' . .. .•. ' .. ,, 

twenty of'. tl:le:, ~we~t"r-eigbts~udf!)~t~ who had returned the. 

fo:rm vqlunteered and eight.refused. !he Ethen personally 
.• .. , .. ' .. ,, ............ ,.. .. , ... ,, ' ., ....... , " . .. ..... . ,.... .... . . 

interV"iewed student.a /who ~~d not.responde~.and. students who 

had ~ngi,c_a.ted. ~~!~~1np.e~~ · te> p~r~icipa.t,e. The. interview was 
. . . . 

in~ormal and pers'!lasive bu~ .. not coer~ive •. Most students said 

t'.Qey either did not understand the extent of the commitment 
. .. .. ... ,.,: 

or were reluct.ant to give up the time so close to. semester 
. . .. .. 

tinals. :(seniors are p'ermi tted to take a lim.:t ted a.mount of' . .. . . . ,, 

college cour:se work tor ere.di.~). These !s w~re given 

additional explanation and. their participation was.scheduled 
. . . ~" .. .. .. . . .. ,. . ". . ..... , . . ... , ... , . . . . . ' 

to the indi·vidual S • s convenience. All but two students 
. ~· .· "······· " . .. ., ... , .... - -· ..... ., ... , •· ·,. ... , .... 

volunteered to_participate. Substitute.a were drawn from . . 

student achievement lie.ts in the manner used in elementar7 · 
.. .. ... . ..... ~ .. ' - . -· ' . . ...... ·•' ,.,,,.,.. '" . . "•· . . ... ~ .... ' ·.· ... ., .. ' ' ·~- ..... : '" .. . ... ,... .. . .... . " .... 

student substitution tor thes~ two unwilling students and 
" .,, , .... : .. ,, •• •W ~ ... , • • , , .... ' ' 

subsequent Ss who failed to reach cri te.rion in a reasonable· 
.·. - . 

--- ---------- ----------- ---- ------ ---- - - --------- - ---
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time limit, The mean experimental time for the twelve Ss 
• =::::. -

who were eliminated was 49u67 m1nu:bea (SD :: 10,6). 

Oonferenoea with the principal and the high sohool 

fa.cultr involved 71elded pe:rimiaa:lon to ezouse students from 

eighth griade core olass in addition to having students 

partio;pa te du.ring their da:117 l:t'brar1 period. ·Seniors had 

to 'be scheduled ind1v1duall7 since theJ are not required to 

remain in the building when not 1n olasa. Considerable 

l1'bertr was taken with the sequence of runm.ng !s a:lnoe 

seniors often failed to keep appointments. When thii occurred, 

m recruited an available e1gbth er tenth grader who was pre~ -
aeieoted to participate and was in the 11.braxir at the time. 

Du.ring the course of this research, the experimental 

equipm&nt was used in five d1ffer1nt settings. All fourth 

grade !ta were zaun in a small room adjacent to their olassXtoom. 

Some of the sixth srade Ss learned the material in the small 
! : mi;; 

!'oom adjacent to the sixth grade .ola,u1:Poom but when committee 

work needed moz,e 'Spaoe the ~xperimental setting wam moved to 

the TV demonstration riooma ,About 70 pe~ cent of the high 

sohool students learned the stimulus matexi:1.al in the health ' . 

room of the school building. When the spring semester opened 

and the :r;&oom was need~d to tea.oh edu.cational methods to 

atudtnt teachers, the experimental equipment waa moved to tht 
I 

education building. 'l'he laat 30 pe~ cent ot the high sohool 

students paJUt1c1pated in a testing booth equipped with a 

one ... way viewing: 1creen. 'J:lhe extent of an7 biasing affect of 

the numerous expe:z,1m$ntal settings 11 purel7 oonjeotu:rial but 

---------- ·------- - --- ------~------~- ~ - -- - - --- -- ------ - -- -- -- - ---- -- --------



the!. subjectively feels it was negligible, All settings 

were relatively free from distractions. 

4.3 

Prior to the running of the experiment, data sheets had 

been prepared for each§. in.dioating the ordeI' in which the~ 

would learn the three levels of meaningful material, The 
•• ,,,,,,. < " •• ., ... ,, ,, 

sequence of events during the. ~xperimental session was as 

follows~ 

l. ~ was excused to go to the ~xper.1mental room. 

2, Ji chose eight pairs from the appropriate stimulus 

pool a~ter shuffling the oards. 

3. ~ is seated and th~ following instructions are read 

You are going to be in an experiment concerned 
with how students learn, ·· I am going to show you eight 
cards like· this (E shows S$Il'ip1e·oara) with a syllable 
on· one side·· (E points to the stimulus element) and a 
letter or dou'S'la letter .on the othel' (! points to the 
l'esponse element)~ After shuffling the cards, I will 
show you the cards one at.a time with only the syllable 
showing and your job will be to tell me what.letter 
or double le.tter belongs with· the·· .. syllable <rt l'everses 
sample card); · Had this been one·· of ·the cards, you. 
would say • · • • • ? { I~ ~ gives · oorreo t response, ! 
says, ''Good.") Sometim.ea the oa?'ds may change but ··· 
you do the best you ca~ to learn the cards I show you. 

' '~ ' . ' 

Since the experimental oonditions for each Shad been -
predetermined the appropriate material was.p?'esented to the 

S by exposing a pair at the viewing window every 2,9 
....i;i_ • . " ,,, • .• ,. ' '"' 

seconds. Exposure was aooomplished by putting the set of 

eight pairs in the box behind the viewing window and 

removing the visible card at.the prescribed rate, One learn° 

ing trial was concluded when .. ea.oh pair of' the set had been 

exposed, 



!5. Following the presentation of the eight pairs the 

oards were shuffled and the reverse side with the stimulus 

syllable alone typed on the card was presented to the sat -
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the viewing window. The S was allowed 5.8 seconds to respond 
.. -- ' . . . 

with the correct letter or double letter response. Timing 

was acoomplished by removing a card every second click of the 
" "- ,_. . 

controlled reader, Dur~ng ~ll~ t~st t:r;~1_the ! piled the 

oorreot and the incorrect responses separately. For Ss -
receiving the single tl'ial l:,eEirning· condition, ! took f':t'om the 

pool of stimulus pairs the same number of cards that the [ 

missed and shuffled these with col'reot oal'ds for the sub• 

seq\lent learning trial. Rep~ti tion Ss had the .. original set 

of eight pairs presented ag•in aftel' shuffling. This 

lea:t'ning' trial-test tri1al s~9.uenoe was continued until one 

errorless tr~al or until !:f'elt the§. was not going to master 

the material, The E :t'ecorded the number of pairs correct on 
,. ~ -

each test .trial, thus ;providing the necessary data for the 

three response measuress, 1,e., numbe:ci of trials to the oritel'

ion of' one errorless test trial~ average number of pairs 

answered oorreotly on each trial.P and total errors made 1n 
. . 

reaching criterion, Ss were not :t-outinely informed of the ....... ., 

correctness or incorrectness of a response. Occasionally 

.§.s.requested to know if a particular ~ail' had been correct or 

llow many of' the list had been correct. In the interest of 

rapport the! answered these queries. 

6. For gxiades six through twelve, ! also recorded the 

list of syllables learned by both the single trial and the 
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repetition groups. The! conducted a brief' interview after 

the§. had mastered the third 11st, The! initiated the. inter

view with the statement~ 11 Tell me how you went about learn

ing the list you just le~:rned •1' The set of' cards containing 

the syllable just mastered by the'§_ was displayed before the 

~. Commerits, particularly relating to mnemonios, were l."eoorded 

by!•. 



CHAPTER IV 

LIMITAT::tONS 

Some limitations of this researoh are a result of metho

dologioal factors. ! was fe.oed with the problem of selecting 

learning material that would not be too easy for seniors in 

high school yet not too hard for fourth graders, P~elim1• 

nary testing of material led to the oonolusions that lists 

.longer th~:D, eight pairs a:r1d ~:Lats composed of' sylle.ble

srllable pairs would be extremely diffioult for low achieve

ment elementary school §.s to learn. The adoption of syllable

letter type pairs wh:Loh were easie~ for fourth graders to 

learn' eliminated the problem of having ~s attempt to pronounce 

~1?,~ syllables_butha~ the ~isadvan~t:tge of a restricted item 

pool of fifty items whi~~ ~as exhausted numerous times in 

the single trial.oond:Ltion, The expex-imental design used was . . .. 

bale.noed, and missing data would have·so oomplioated 

calculations that it was deQided to substitute other Ss -
from the student roll for Ss :who f'a:lled to learn the material . - ".,. 

in a reasonable amount of time, Soheduling difficulties 

made'it unfeasible to adhere to a rigid criterion f'or 

eliminating ~s due to j's o~n teaoh1ng commitments, lunch 
. ' 

hour, eto,, but in the main students wei,e eliminated if' they 

had not achieved fifty per oent mastery of the 11st in 
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f'orty•f'ive minutes. _§.s thu~ eliminated were replaced by 

selecting a student of' the same sex, where possible, whose 

ai.chieve:rnent score most nearly approximated the elilllinated s. -
'?he eve:r present problem of sequence et.feet in repeated 

measul'es designs may have obscured some of the main efi.'ects. 

The number of §s avail-1:>le by grades negated the use of 

complete faetoriau. des;lgn; however, Gaito•s (1958) suggestion 

tor randomizing sequence in which S learned dit.t'erent -
material was followed. The restricted number of available 

.§.s als.o prohibited the incorporation of a second control group 

(Underwood, Rehula and Keppel, 1962; Postman, 1962) who would 

have leal'ned, by the repetition procedure, the list mastered 

by single trial learning .§.s • 

. The order in which .§.s were run was mostly sequential, 

·but·a great deal_ of liberty was taken by! in selecting .§.s of 

different achievement classification and dit'.t'erent meaning

ful material to be learned according to the amount of time 

available. 'l'he result was that while the interval 

between two·· sittings :for one .§. may be five days, another .§. 

might participate three successive dayso 

The question has been raised as to whether the method 

used in this research is really critical to the issue of 

continuity versus noncontinuity learning. Authorities differ 

on thi.s unsettled point and a more complete discussion of 

this problem has been given in the review chapter. 

Finaa.ly, the method of this research is quite removed 

from the applicability of human l~arning in classroom settingso 



RESULJS 

Mos~ experim~:nts iJ:1ve~~~,at1nft .sing;e tri~l,, le8.l'rd.:11g 

hav~-,~~~,_!s -"~o ~ail to. rea,c,h ~~~tel'i~no It was deeided 

t~ maintain ... the balance . of' the. e:xp,rimental design bf 

replacing; .§_s failing to reach criterion with sub1tit'ute1 match-
••·• • ...... , •.•.•.• .,,.. • ,., .......... ,. ¥"•" • :· ....... '•'". • •. .. 

i~g the. o,~1·~~1-§.a 8.!. 1m1ch as p&s,il>lfto ,E;ght of' the !s 
·. . . . 

' . . . 

failing to_ reach ~r~ te~io;t:1. learned bf single trial. while. cmlj' 

:f'o,u- leuned by r~~~~~~1~:f1; , hQwever, this· .. dif'f'~rence waa not 

s~~i~ican~ (c~ s~uare· :_:1 .• 33~ dofo : ~> ~10) o . Of' the 
. . . . . . 

~welve §.s, '!ho failed to roach e:r1te1ri!n.,:.ten were· millea and 

only two were females; this difference was 1:1igni:t:icant ( chi· 
•• ,, ~ • • , • .. •d ,'. ~ ~· • :.. • • •• ' •• • ·- • .. • • 

square: $033, d.£..: 1, p < .02$). One of the :f'e11ale Ss 
.. . . . . , .... · ........... , .. '• ,.·. . .. ~ ., .. ,· -.... . 

who did. n(?~ ·rea~~: .~·ri~ ter1.o~ w,-as.1~. ~~th ~a~e; the othe:r 

was in twe~ttll g~~~~ o ... Fi y~ et .. the· ~~p~ . male_11 t~ling · to 

rea~h_cr~tel'ion were in the·tcu:rith.~ade. Sex was not ce:p-· 

s~_~ered a facto! _;n the main anal71is et this ~es$ar9h; aowever, 

the ti.value of' the difte;rience between males and femaleil in 
,..:, .... : ......... ······:··· 

num::t>er of tr;a1s require.d to reach· cr1tel'iO??,, w~s ne>t s1gm.• 

ticant .Ci..::: .4,J+; ~!.! ,= .58, p ~ .10). · The .num'be~ Qf .@.s :rail

ing to reach cri.terion by. grade r-.ged from seven in feurth 
....... ·•)" ... ,.·... . ··•·· ., ._.. . . . .. " . , .... •..... . . ' ...... ,; ..... '"'""'" 

grade to· only one in . grades six, e1ght, and ten.. This differ-
~"~---- -- .... ~~ ,,.'">r-' ,.,,,·w'·'V·,~•"·" • ,, ......... , .,, ~·. ,., ·• ,, ' '• • • 
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The analysis of variance for_ total trials to criterion 

of one perfect recitation, total errors in learning the 
i 

list to criterion and the average errors per trial are ... 
presented on Tables 1, 2, and 3. _ In. ge~er~l, the three 

response measures yielded the same results, The main find• 

1ngs are: 

1. No significant ditferenoe between the single trial 
' ' 

and the repetition learning .gro,;a.ps in learning paired 

associates, The nullhn,oth,si~ is a~cepted (see Fig, 1), 

2, A significant main ,~fte~t asso.oiatt,d with grade 

;evel ~as ~ound,,whioh ranged from minimal signifioanoe with 

the response measur~ of average errors to high signifioanoe 

tor the response measure ot trials to criterioni ~key•a 

D statistic (D = ~ ,Lt..> for mu.1 ti:Ple o?m:paxi1son~ of means 

~Snedeoor,_ 19$6_) showed th~t ;ourt~ .sr.a.ders .. ~equ:Lr~d s~gn1f'i

ca%lt~y_ ¥!lore ~ria~s. tC>. o:t:'1 te~io:t:l than. both twelfth and eighth 

graders. The grade level ourve (Fig. 4) conformed to the 
' ' 

predicted shape with the exception of the unexpected :l.n:f'el'ior 
"' " " ,, ,. ,. ~" •I ,, •• • ,. ' ' ' 

performance of t~n~h g~a~ers~ In general, the seoond speo:l.f1o 

h11>othes1s was supported. 
II .. ""' 

3. The ! value :f'or aol?,1evem.ent failed to reach. s:tgn11'1-

canoe on all three response me,uures. '!be means, however, 

are in.the expected ordinal ~elat::tonsb:l.p (Fig. ,3). 

4, Meaningfu;ness was a highly s:l.gn:l.f1oant faotor_in .. 

learning paired associates with all three response measures. 
. ' ., ' 

Tukey•s D ind:Loated (D = 3,4) that. it took signif:1.oantly moI'e 

trials to lea~n low meaningful material than medium or high 
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Table l 

Analysis of Variance for Number of Trials to Criterion 

===============================--="·================ 
Source 

Total 

Between Groups 

A (single trial
repe ti ti on) 

B (age) 
Linear 
Quadratic 
Cubic 
Quartic 

C (achievement) 
Linear 
Quadratic 

AB 
A 0 
B C 
ABC 

Error (El.) 

Within Subjects 

D (meaningfulness) 
Linear 
Q.uad:t'atic 

AD 
B D 
C D 
AB D 
A C D 
BC D 
A 13 0 D 

Error ( b) 

df 

179 

29 

l 

4 
1 
l 
l 
l 
2 
l 
1 
L~ 
2 
8 
8 

30 

120 

2 
l 
l 
2 
8 

i 
1t 
16 

60 

MS 

72,53 

113.13 

31.25 

374.88 
716 .8q. 
216.07 
139.38 

27.24 
119.84 
232.41 

7.22 
66.31 

109.02 
84.98 
93.40 

87.57 

58097 

949.32 
1J3l 7 .41 

81.22 
58.02 
.34, 72 
50.92 
2$,62 
91.08 
21.82 
.'3.3. 70 

52. 0!1. 

F 

.. 

... 

... 

.. 

.. 
... 

.. 

... 

... 

... 

... 

...... __ ..,. ______ ~..._._...,........._,_.,___._...._•~ •a1 ,._...,.._....,,.,._,__ _ _,.,..,...,.u~~-·n~-..--..~ .. 
- __ _,,,.....,__ .. ,_ ... .,. __ ____........................ ' _ ..... ____ ......__ ..... -pa. - •. -.,.... 

<!H~ P< ,01 
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Table 2 

Analysis of Variance fo?I Total Number of Errors 

Source df MS F 

Total 179 lp08o7$ 

Between Groups 29 2,384,84 ... 

A (single trial ... l ,l,264,0$ 
repet:1. t1on) 

B (age) ~- ~717o.3$ 
C (achievement 2 l?.31.10 
AB 4 ~10,$9 
A C 2 14.82 
B C 8 ~+34,53 
A B 0 8 ~702e06 

... 

iii 

... 

... 

... 

Er,:i,or ( e.) 30 J,7$1. 90 

Within. Subj~ots 120 ~385,40 

D (meaningfulness) 2 29088.09 
AD 2 J,201.86 
B D 8 729,16 
0 :0 I~ 993,.36 
A B D 991.89 

16,04 ~· ... 
... .. 

AC D ii ~01z,24 
B 0 D S5 ,~2 
A B 0 D 16 864, 9 

... 

... 

Erro:tv (b) 60 l~2,$2 0 08 



$2 

Table 3 

Anal~s1s of Varianoe fo:tt Average E~rors Made per Trial 

Source df. MS F 
iiilliiW l~liilliioi 

Total 179 .737 
Between Groups 29 1.034 .. 

A (single trial• l .477 .. 
repetition) 

4 B ~age) 2.312 2,83 ·"* 
C achievement) 2 1:~a,9,,, ... 
AB 4 ,630 -A C 2 ,476 -B C a ,928 -AB 0 8 .701 ... 

E:ttror (a) 30 • 817 

Within Subjeots 120 ,64.$ 

D (meaningfulness) 2 ;.781 12,0.$ t\•H 
A D 2 ,.$12 .. 
BD 8 ,7S6 .. 
0 D i .$$1 iii 

AB D ,691 ... 
AO D it 1,160 2.42 •• 
BOD .;24 ... 
ABC D 16 • ,73 ... 

Erl'O:t' (b) 60 .4ao 
rn-:: m == 2 , l'ffl""""G:==t: ==--== ,:.-. === &!!! 2 =:=: == 
~~ p ii1' • 07 
4}~· p~ .os 
4H~* p<, ,01 
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meanin~f~_l ~a.te:rial. · 'I'he diffe:tte!!no~ b1ttween lea:z.nin; medium 
. . . 

and learning high mee.ningtul material was not s1gn:1f1oant 

(F:tg. 2). The findings clearly confil'med the sixth hypothei!!is, 

$. Not one of the two-faotor interactions was sign1-

:f'1cant. It was h1Potheeized that the facto~s of ase, achieve

ment, and mean1n;:ru1neas would s1gn1f:J.oa.ntlr inte:ract with 

the main-etf'eot of single trial vs. repetition lea.:rning, 

!owever,_the th:t'ee !'actor in~eract:Lon of single trial vs. 

rep$t1t:1on lee.xin1ng x aoh:Lev,ment x meaning.f'ulneas (AO:O) was 

al wars la:rge:, than the other :t.:n:ta,zeact:1ons and, though 1 t 

failed to rieaoh s1gn1f1oanoe at the conventional .o; level of 

eonfidenoe, it was s1gn1f1o~nt at the .07 l&vel for the 

:response measure ot ~verage .ezv;ttors (F : 2 ,42, !•!• • 4 and 

60, p < .07). The natu:rie of thia :1:n:be:raot:l.on 1s plotted 1t1 

Fig,$. 

6. ~he t ratios for t~ends a:re present9d in Table l. 

G:i:,ade level showed a higb.17 m1e;n1f1oe.nt 11nea:r- trend. Achieve ... 

~ent failed to 'Yield sign1f:tcant linearity while meaning

fulness was significantl7 linta:zt. fhe curves assoo1ated 

w1 th pa.de and mean:Lngfulnts s tend toward nega t:1 vt accualera

tion (Figs. 2 and 4), 

In addition to the ana17sie of variance reported above~ 

mean numbe:t" of el'rors made b1 both the mingle trial and the 

repetition g:t"oup were plotted for th, f1~st twentr~tou~ 

trials (F:te;. l). This tiguxse :tnd:toata~s the 13En.1cn-.al fo:rm of 

both groups' ltetrn1:ng cu~ves. 

interp?>ete.t:to:ns of this data.='-

Two limitations ~est~ict 

(l) the plotted s.v~:r.,ages 
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the [s who had mastered the material, and (2) the number of 

Ss was not constant. The number of Ss ranged from sixty Ss - -
on the first trial to eight .[son the twenty-fourth trial. 

The single trial group was inferior to the repetition gro~p 

from trial three to trial fifteen, though the differences 

were slight and failed to reach significance on the two trials 

where the d:1.f.f'erenoes are ma:µmum-•tl'ials seven {i • l. 70, 
-- -- ---- -· --· 

£•!• = 56, p > .05) and eight (1 = .98, S.•!'.• = 5$~ p ::> .65). 
An ad hoc analysis of' the trials to criterion data was 

made to get a general indication of the influence of' order 

which was not a controlled factor in the experiment, The six 

possible orders of' learning.the three levels ?f meaningful• 

ness material had been randomly assigned to ~s. Analysis of 

variance (Table 4) showed order as a nonsign1:f.':l.oant factor. 

The fin.al list of' eight.pairs learned by both single 

trial and ?'&petition Ss were recorded. Analysis by chi square 
- -

<31solosed that some pairs had a grea.tel' tendency to be leal'ned 

by·s1ngle trial learning .§.s than other pairs (Appendix B). 

Assuming l'andom sampling of pairs, each pair had the 

expectancy or being learned by :f'our §.s. Chi square "1alues 

al'e based on deviations from this expeotanor. There is a 

tendency for the magnitude of the ohi square values to 

increase when going from the high meaningfulness level to the 

low for both the single trial learning and the repetition 

groups. Whether the response element is a single or a double 

letter did not seem to make the pairs significantly easier 



HR" STZ t ,-· s-- r· rn m 22· s "7FiE n :.na;r ;n:wrere z 

Total 

A (sin;le t~ial
:t'l'!JPt t1 tion) 

B ( Ol'I di!i.'1 or 
AB 

'R"'"" Pi ... lj,ii """' Ja.~ ... ~.' ,f'la'Gi:JWHIJC!a IJl.v:tlJ 

lht S 1 dtUtl 

300,3$ 

93117~ 
219.87 

!041133 
~91,79 

(t,h1 iu:a_uta~e = 1,17, A•t• :!I l, p > ,lO) a Wh~n tht fitiffib!9:t'I or 

~e ltsa,m.n; 1. pe.zttic,ul1%i pai:r w1uil 1um.m1d ov~:r l.eiv~ls or 
mtutn:Ln;fuln~s!, th, pair! with. 1. ocm1mon :resporHie @tlt,mt:Jnt but 

diffir~nt 1t:Lt'!l'Ulu~ syllable; ~tld~d a s1;ntfi~~:nt tefid,ncr 

to~ some pa1,s to 'bl!3 e1tht~ p:i.'iif~:tor~~ o:ri '.t'E)j13cdHHl fol" the 

f!iinsle trial l~al:inir1; !,e1 ( tJb.i rHtUi.l't a 133, l,, A•t• • 49, 
p re .00$) 11 A s:ttn:t1a~ 1.n1lrmt1 ro:tt pa1rEI lt~:rined by r@p1tt

'b1on !s (oh1 IHlU~~, = 31119, £11.£11 e 49 8 p > 1110) cae,nst1tuteei 

e. oont1H.'ll ;,cup s:lnc,t thl!Ha §.s haa no e,ppo11tunitf to s~l,ot 

1t(rJMS II This r!nrH.n; e1u;;e9'1Hl1 e. oo:ra:b:ti1bu tori ,ol(JJ or uh~ 

reH~fH'>fiS8 1l~m1nt in item ssleo'bie>ni 
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CHAP!ER VI 

: -D!SUUSS:tmf 

Single '!'rial Learning_ 

The first specific h1Pothesis of this research was that 

ot no difference (null h1Pothesis) between the single trial 
' . . 

and the repetition learning groups. The sl1gllt'superiorit7 

ot the repetition groups in this stud1 lies we11·w1th111 the 
- . -

chance expeotanc1 range ot statis-tical probe.bill t7. · '?he 

interpretation of this pred1cted rionsipficax:,.'ce ~s_ compli-
. . 

cated, bJ the failure of the tollowing.two fa~tor interactions 

,to .attain sign1:f.'icance: si,ngle trial vs."-itepetition learning_ 

:x age, single trial vs. repeti t1on learning x achievement,; 

and single trial vs. repetition learning-:x meaningfulness. 

- The age variable conform.ed to ex.peotat1on by yielding 

a significant F ratio. Its plotted shape is one of.negative -
$Cceleration associated with.increased grade· level. However, 

tenth graders performed lesa,' well than eighth:. graders' and, 
in-general, one confidence interval would ·encompass slxth, 

' ' 

tightb, tenth, . and twelfth gl'aders' leaving only fOUl'th -. 

gradeits. s:L$?]11'icantl7 less ~pt .• 

The tnteraction of graC,e level with _ single tr_ial learning, 

though not significan~, conf'ornas at least gen~ra11,.·to 'bhe 

general hypothesis of.this research· since single· trial 

$9 
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learning §_s are almost equal in performance to repetition 

~sat fourth g~ade, repetition ~s perform better than the 

single trial §.sin sixth and eighth gziades, and single trial 

§.s perform better in tenth and twelfth grades, 

Achievement as a main effect fails to reach significance 

(Factor C), This finding c~nnot be construed to mean that 

level of achievement does not influence paired associate 

learning since achievement in this research was relative 

within g!'ade level, different tests we:rie used at elemen• 

tary and secondary levels, and attempts to increase homo .. 

geneity within achievement groups eliminated deviantly bright 

~nd dull students. The nonsignifioant interaction of 

achievement with the single trial~repetition factor is hard 

to :tnte?lpret. As predicted, the low achievement Sa learn -
slightly more efficaciously by the repetition method and the 

high achievement [a. learn slightly bette:t' :1.n the single 

trial condition, yet the gre~te$t difference occurs with 

repetition learning medium achievers out-performing the 

single trial medium achievel's. This is clearly incompatible 

with the fifth hypothesis of this research. 

Meaningfulness is the most signif'ioa.nt factor influencing 

paired associate learning. It is also significantly linear 

and negatively accelerated, which suggests the associative 

value scale is not an equal inte~val one, Confidence 

intervals for the levels of meaningfulness do not ove:rlap, 

indicating great probability of a significant monotonic 

relat:1.onship, A methodological limitation to be kept in mind 



is that associative value norms were based on college §.s 

and may be inappropriate for younger §.s. 
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Although the interaction of meaningfulness and single 

trial-repetition factor is not signifioantj the arrangement 

of means nicely conforms to expectations; 1. e., with low 

meaningf'ulnes s pairs, singlE! trial §.s are inferior to rape ti

tion Ss but with high meaningfulness material repetition 
.. -

Ss Pre inferior. 

The interaction of single trial-repetition learning, 

achievement, and meaningfulness (AOD) presents some interesting 

though somewhat ambiguous results (Fig. 5) •.. Only the measure 

of average errors per trial yielded an! ratio large enough 

to be creditable (p> .07). The curves for achievement levels 

learning under two experimental conditions are quite diverse 

in shape. For high achievers, single trial learning and 

repetition learning cross once between medium and 

high meaningfulness, for medium achievers they cross twice, 

and for low achievers they never cross. High achievers 

oonf'oI'm nicely to predicted J:'elation but medium and low 

~chievers do not. 

In short, the hypothesis that the single trial vs. repe

tition learning factor would significantly interact with the 

independent variables of age, achievement, and meaningful

ness has not received much support from this research but is 

still tenable. Of the three independent variables studied, 

meaningfulness probably influences single trial learning 

most, either directly or indirectly. 

- --- - ----- -· - ----- ---- --- - ---- - ------ -- ----- -- - - ---- ---- ------ ---- --- -------
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Two theoretical interpretations or the rol~ of meaningful

nes$ in single trial learning are plausibleo Th~ first suggests 

that low meaningfulness necessitates response learning and 

interferes with the association or hook-up stage of paired 

associate learningo This approach would extend the Kintsch 

model (1963) bT asserting that not Qnly do both stages occur 

in one trial, but also that variations in meaningfulness will 

have predictable outcomes on response measures of single trial 

learning. A second theoretical alternative stresses the 

permanence of the memory traceo Meaningfulness simply·re.flects 

the amount of formed and stored assooiationso Initial response 

learning may occur on one trial but single trial learning., as 

investigated by Rock (19.57), is not a learning phenomenon; it 

is a recall phenomenono In either case, future research must 

control the difficulty of 1iot only the stimulus and response 

elements of pairs, but also the combination of stimulus and 

respons&o 

Two interpretive options are possible for the finding of no 

significant difference between the single trial and the repeti

tion group: (1) accepting the results as support of Rock's 

single trial learning phenomenon, and (2) rejecting the single 

trial learning interpretation on methodological grounds o · 

Using the former option, the absence of two factor inter

actions may be interpreted as eliminating these variables 

as important antecedent factors$ thus suggesting that single 

trial learning is generali.zed across levels of age, achieve

ment and meaningfulnessG 



6.3 

The primary basis of the latter interpretation is 

hesitancy to accept experimental phenomena on the basis of' the 

null hypothesis (Underwood and Keppel, 1962) since lack of 

sta.tist:tcal differences may be a function of innumerable 

fact0rs associated with method {small number of Ss, unreliable -.. 
expel"imental conditions, heterogeneity of ,!s, etco)o The 

· presence of. significant item selection also· encourages the 

more cautious interpretationo 

Had single trial learning significantly interacted with 

the independent variables investigated, it could have .been 

said that single trial learning depends upon those variableso 

Since it die not, and taking the other factors discussed above 

into· consideration, the. most defensible ecmclusion stemming 

from this investigation of single trial learning, as promul

gated by Rock ( 1957), is that the phenomenon still has not 

been verif'ied unequivocally. However,· since the principle 

basis for this conclusion is reluct,ance to aecu~pt confirma

tion or a null thypothesis as proof or the theory, thus making 

proof of the theory. impos.sible, it must be concluded that 

these results, if they do not prove Rock 11 s thesis, are supportive 

of ito It is possible to suggest that b7 the time any child 

is in sehool all verbal forms have acquired ·some associative 

value with all other verbal forms and that the original · 

associative learning was of.an.incremental typeo This specula

tion suggests that all stu.clies done so far in the area are not 

studies of.original learning but are studies of the strengthen

ing or more or less well formed associations. 
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The broader issue or single trial vs, incremental 

learning merits some discussion. The single trial learning 

topic was broached several times in the First Conference on 

Verbal Learning and Verbal Behavior sponsored by the United 

States Office of' Naval Research and New YoI'k University 

(Cofer, 1961). Single trial.learning was deemed of suffi

cient import to incorporate a Qiscussion of the status of 

the issue by Postman at the second conference of' the same 

name (Cofer and Musgrave, 1963)0 !n his paper, Postman 

attacks the contemporary approaches to human single trial 

learning of Rock (1957) and Estes (1960) fol' failing systeme.;ti ... 

callr to I'elate single tl"ie.l learning with the other important 

learning variables of acquisition, :ttetention, and forgetting • 

. Postman dismisses Rook's work as an a:rit1:raot of item selection 

and asserts that the e.ooumulated evidence in support of the 

incremental nature of learning cannot be placed in jeope.:ridy 

by the one experimental paradigmo He concludes the review b7 

saying;. 

Theories die hard, and o:ruQ1al experiments are ra:t'ely 
suooessf'ul in psychology. To the extent that the 
current oontrove:risy ha.a led to an 1:noreasingly oare-

·. ful examination of the details of the learning 
prooess,·1t has sel'ved a useful purpose (Cofe:ri and 
Musgrave, 1963i p. 320). 

George Miller delive:ried the rejoinder to Postman's paper 

(Cofer and Musgrave, 196.3), He presents the following .four 

arguments for the continued .relevancy of single trial 

learning: 

l. He describes 11 junk boxtt theories of single trial 
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learning. The analogy likens a response element to the 

miscellaneous nuts., boltsl) and washers that are stored in a 

container. The time to locate a particular item ,after it 

has been placed in the bo:x depends on how long ago it was 

put in and how many items were like it. Thus., the analogy 

of the item either being in.the box or not being in the box., 

to single tI'ial les;rning loaes much of the discrete white 

and black distinction suggested by Postman. 

2, Nancy Waughl) in an unpul::lli°shed experiment, reversed 

Rock's conditions by eliminating.the pairs iearned after each 

trial. She found that §_s could distinguish between the old 

and the new pairs. Something has been learned during the 

unsuccessful presentation a~ measured by a recognition, 

while, for a recall measure 9 every trial appears to be a 

first trial. Th.is experiment is offerea in support of a more 

pluralistic approach to single trial learningo 

3, Newell, Shaw 9 and S.imon use a computer to simulate 

human cognitive processes. The computer either having or not 

having the symbol presented for storage, likens the computer 

operation to single trial learning9 yet plotted latency of 

locating symbols yields an incremental function associated 

with order of storage and diitinguishable characteristics of 

the symbol. 

4. Feigenbaum and Simon's EPAM (Elementary Perceiver 

and Memorizer) Theory replicates serial position curves w:Lth 

computer simulation9 again with the either-or assumptions 

about the S-R eonnectionso 



Miller would like to convert the single trial issue 

into a question "When the processing· (whatever it is) ·1s 

inter:rupted, can it later .. be res."Umea at the same point,. or 

must it be started over. af.resh". { Cofer . and Hus grave; 1963; 
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p. 327)'? If it oan renme where it was interl'Upted, then the 

learning will appear inoremental. If',.on the other hand, acqui

sition must begin anew, learningb7 single trial will best 
. -·. 

de,a.cri.be the acquisition. To Postman's comment that theories 

die hard, .Miller reacts with, 

Sometimes I suspect that they never die •. They 
don't even fade away. The7· ju.st become uninhabited. 
For the t:tme being, howeveril both of the theories we 

, have been c.omparing here aeeni. well, populated ,b7 
vigorous, opinionated exponents.: The, future· 1ooks 
interesting indeed• (Cofer and'Ml2.sgrave 9 1963; p. 328). 

Some concluding suggesti.ons and comments are in order 

.regarding the nature and- future of single trial leax-ning • 

. 'fwo defim.tional problems tend to render the issue obscure. 

One is the lack of definition or agreement upon what is the 

unit or element ef learning.·· .. In ~eneral, as the definition 

bec.omes more microscopic 9 the element or unit becomes more. 

conipatible with a single trial intel"pretation. 'l'he•other 

.de:t'im.tional problem has been .the relation .between the con

stnct of memor,y trace on the one hand and threshold on the 

other. C1arit1cation of the relation of single trial learn

ing to both these constructs would do a gr~at deal. toward 

clearing some. of the ambi~i ty associated with single tl'ial 

learning. Some litnitations and restri.ctions on the generallt7 

of single trial. learning ma7 be necessar7.· Mandler, another 
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conference pa:ritio1pant, cautions that single trl.al learning 

ma7 be inadequate as a general p:tt1nc.1ple; however, under 

some conditions it always occurs (Cofer and Musgrave, 1963). 

Finall7, it seems to this investigator that the most 

pziop1t1ous instrumentation for exhaustive exploration is the 

digital computer. The exploration via simulation seems a 

~ead7-made methodological aP.p:ttoac;,h to oon.f:Lrmation or 

d:tsoonfirmation of single trial leuning, part:Loularl7 if 

Miller's question provides the theoretical rationale. 

Reliearsai anc1·mnemonios 
.. - ------

During the course of this experiment the! had a unique 

opportunity to observe the ~s while they were learning the 

pairs. The~ was visible to! for an instant ever7 time 

a stimulus oard was changed during the test trial and when 

the experimental setting was moved to the ·Eduoat:t.on Building, 

the equipment was so arranged that the viewing window aoted as 

a mirror, giving the! a side view of the~ at his task. Ss -
were generally unaware of this scl'tltiny. One S who started -
to copy the stimulus material on his hand had to be informed 

that he was unde:i:- surYe:l.llanee. 'fb.e E observed considerable - -

rehearsal of Ss even with t~e eliminated inter~e:xpoeure - . -

interval, One 11 ttle sixth _grade girl would seleot a pair 

to be mastered and during the test trial would mutter the 

response over and over until the desired card was presented. 

After the anticipated card had been presented, no overt lip 

movement could be detected, Du.ring the short interview 

-- ------------------ -- --- ----- --- -- ---------------------- --------------- ------ ------ ----- -
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following the .§.'s learning the last list some Ss stated that 

they spent part of' the time rehearsing. One sixth grader 

remarked, ''I kept saying it over and over in my head, so that 

when you showed it I was saying it in my head." 

Although this rehearsal by the .§_s may represent a source 

of bias in investigation of' single trial learning, Miller's 

rejoinder to Postman suggests a quite different role: 

Postman refers to this rehearsal strategy as an 
artifact, but if Feigenbaum an,d Simon are on the 
right track it may well be the most important 
fact of all (Cofer and Musgrave, 1963; p. 326). 

The short interview also disclosed the use of mnemonie 

devices similar to those reported in previous studies (Clark, 

Lansford and Dallenbaeh, 19.59), These devices are classi

fied into seven types liste~ below with a few examples of 

each type. 

l. Abbreviations: this seldom reported device uses the 

letters in the pail's to remind them of' initials of friends, 

relatives, etc., or other abbreviations (ZEH-Q; H. Q. is the 

abbreviation for headquarters) •. 

2. Similar sounds: the stimulus element contains 

units phonetically similar to the response element (ZYV-F, 

ZOS-00; f and v; c ands sound alike). 

3. Pronunciation: ! pronounces all the letters in the 
,. 

pair (XQL ... T:: zl5lt; WOR-BB: w9rb), 

4. Word connection: ! makes one word for the stimulus 

element and another for the response element that share some 

meaningfulness relationship (FAL-S = fall slow; VAS-F = vase 

and flowel!ls). 
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Alphabetical sequence: S selects a letter from the -
stimulus that is located alphabetically adjacent to the 

response letter (VYQ-Z: '1 is before z; OIJ-B = o is after 

b), 

6. StructUl'al similarity·: ! associat~s s1m1;ar1t1.of 

shape or alters some oharacterist:tc of the stimulus element 

to resemble the response ele,men'!i. (XOW-E· : w looks like e. on 
- ,. . . ' .... . .. 

1 ts side; ous-zz : z :ts s tu~n•d backward), ' 

7, Word construction, th:ts most commonly reported 

devioe derives a word containing all or part of the stimulus 

element and the response element (DIS•!: district; QIV•R: 
.., ' '~ 

qu:Lveri FUS-H = 1'1sh or flush), 



CHAPTER VII 

SUNMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 

The Issue ----
·One theoretical issue that has permeated learning 

theorJ' during the last several d&oades·has been whether 

learning oceUl's in a single ... tria+ or requires repetition. 

Irwin Rock (1957; 1959), in a series of experiments 

involving.th~ learning of paired associates, found ths.t 
- . ·-

,, \" : '· ... · - ··. :.. .. . . . . . . ... ; 

when unlearnf)d pairs were rem()ved"' from a list after every 

trial' arid. ~eplaoed by new o~es. (single trial learning group) 

the number of tl*ials to criterion was not more than when 
. . 

the traditional Pl'OCedure (repetit~on group)) was used. Rock 

has used the results of the1;1e experiments to conclude that 

learning occurs·on one trial rather than by a process of. 

graduat·strengtheningo 

In the controversy that hasensued 9 there has been some 

support of Rock's results and considerable criticism of his 

methodology. The general hypothesis of this study was that 

the singie trial learning effect obtained by Rock would be 

altered by·variations in age and.achievement level of the ~s 
and by the meaningfulness of the stimulus material. 

70 
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Students in the laboratory school at Kansas State 

College. ot Pittsburg were selected from grades four, six, 

eight, ten, and twelve according to thl'ee levels of' achievement 

and randomly assigned to either the. single trial learning 

group or the repetition group.. . The pairs learned by the §.s . 

contained a nonsense syllable as the stimt1lus element and a 

letter or double letter . as .. the respense element.. Nonsense 

syllables were selected ti-om three levels of' an ass.ociative 

value scale and each! learned three lists of eight pairs to 

the cl'iterion of one errorless trial. Single trial learn-

ing Ss had pairs of a particular associative level missed on -
a given trial removed from the list and new pairs from the 

pool of' pairs at the same assoc1•t1ve level substituted •. Repe

tition learning Sa continued learning the sam.e eight pairs ._ . . . 

until mastel'ed. Order in wldcb. the three different mean1ngf'u.l 

levels were learned was randomly assigned to §..s. An anal,-sis 

of' variance was performed on .. three measures . of' learning: 

. total trials to criterion of' one errorless trial, total 

errors. to criterion, and mean. errors per trial. 

Support of the general hypothesis necessitated that 

differences between single trial learning and repetition 

·· learning vary w1 th the independent variables of' age, achieve

ment I and· meaningfulness. Thus, younger !S sheuld learn 
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more effioao1ously via the repetition method while older Se -
should learn better via the single trial method. Low aohievers 

should learn more readily· via repetition method while high 

achievers should learn better via single trial method, 

Finally, §.s should learn pairs more readily by the :t'epet1t1on 

method when the pairs are low in meaningfulness and more 

readily by the single trial method when the pairs are high 

in meaningfulness. In general, these predictions we~e not 

confirmed. The main .. effeot of single trial vs. repetition 

learning was not significant; 'however, the 1nteraot1on of 

independent variables with 2'1ngle trial vs. repetition learn ... 

~ng failed to reach signifio~noe, The limited and inoon

olus1ve support of the gene~~l hypothesis lies in the marked 

three factor interaction of' the single ·bris.l-repet:Ltion 

learning f'aotor, the achievement factor and the meaningful-· 

ness factor, when performs.no, was measured by mean errors 

per trial. The interpretatio~ of this three faotor inter~ 

action :Ls d:Lffioult because single trial performance, though 

:Lnfluenoed by achievement and meaningfulness, does not 

conform to predictions of the general hypothesis, 

In summary, the finding ~f no significant difference 

between the single trial le~;rn1ng·group and the repetition 

group, as was found by Rook (19$7), was not interpreted as 

proof for single trial lear~ing by this writer because 

there was significant item selection found for single trial 

learning §.s, despite the faot that ·two :f'e.oto:tt :Lnte:ttaotions 

failed to reaoh the predicted signifioanoe. However, the 

------- - ---------- ---- --- ------- --
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the results ot Rook. 

Item selection was.detected.by counting the number ot 
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times each pair appeared on the final list of' eight.pairs learned 

by the single trial· and the repeti-tion· !s respectively, and com

paring the observed with the expected fl'equency via chi.square. 

It was found that some pairs appeared.either more.often or less 
. . 

<>ften than_expected on the mastered list or single.trial!• 

but not.lists of repetition.subjects. ·The petential biasing 

of' item selection suggests.that·tutttre res&arch,take into 
. -

consideration me.aningf'u.lness of the stimulus aaterial .•. 

Grade le,el and meaningfulness.were the significant 

factors across the three response m.easves and· also 7iel.ded · 

significant linear trends ~or trials to criterion. :tn other 

words, ,age and meaningfulness were sigrd1'1cant tactoi-s 1:n 

paired.associateleal'ning but.not in single trial.learning 

since the7 did not sign11'1eant.ly 1ntel'act with that factor. 

Future invest:1.gation of' single trial. learning shoula incor-
- . . . . . 

poi-ate adequate control ot the st:Lmt1lus material's meaning-

fulness. '?o insure homogene:Lt7 of the stimulus matel'ial :Lt 

is suggested that pairs be scaled on a continuum of diffi

cult,- and only pairs of similar scale .. val,:te be· .. put in any one 

11st. Scaling coul.~ be done .by judges• rati.ngs. or some 

learning Qriter:Lon such as mean trials requil'ed to master a 
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particular pair. The sample of .§.s used to scale the pairs would, 

of course, be a different sample than the subjects used in the 

single trial learning experiment. Another control recommended 

is the ut.ilization of a sec~nd repetition_ grou:p (TJndel'Wood., 

Reh~la, and Keppe,l, 1962; -P9stman; 1962) that learns the list 

of pairs. mastered by th& .single trial.learning group. Thus, 

dif'f'erences between the repetition .group, whose pairs to be 

learned have . been randomly _selected from . the stimulus po.ol., · 

.and the second repetiti.on group,. whose pairs to be learned 

have previeusly been learned by single trial learning sv.b

jects, would represent an estimate of the e:tte~ts of item 

selection associated w1 th th~ single trial learning con~! tio.n. 

It seems to.this .writer, that age investigated via cross

sectional designs hold little promise fo1• resolving -the_ issue. 

of single ~rial learning. -Attempts to subd1v1~e subjects of 

different age levels into c.omparable abili t1 groups is cem

plieat$d by the shortage ef tests that span a sizable 

portion of the age dimension. Although single trial learnimg 

studied.longitudinallJ would eliminate the difficulty of 

sampling equivalent age grc,ups, future res,eareh might adopt a 

more frui t.ful strategy. 

It is .recommended th.at. the .general strategy f'or future 

investigation or single trial .learm.ng .begin with an attempt· 

at clear di·ff'erentia tion of single trial and incremental 

learning. Detim.tion of single trial and incremental learn-

ing should include specific statement,& .concerning the cenditions 
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under which ea.ch type of learning should occur .. Oondit:tons 

which lead to pred:1.ctions of' pe:rformance dif:f'erenoes between 

single trial and incremental leal:'ning should be explored with 

experiments focusing on the predicted differences .. It the 

process or defining single tr,i~l and incremental learning 

suggests a two .... stage model of' human verbal learnings, then 

predictions associated with a particularmod&l should be 

stibjected to experimental ve:rifieationo Four two-stage models 

tor paired associate learning are pla,u11ble.. (l) The initial 

Ol" response leal:ining stage occurs incrementa..117 and the 

subsequent or associative stage also occurs incrementally. 

(2) Though.the response leal"ning stage occurs incrementally, 

subsequent associations EU."a made on on& t:rial.. (3) Where the 

unit ot lea:rning is considered to be small 9 it 1s pos'sible to 
' suggest that re_sponses a.re learned or not learned on an7 given 

trial while the. associative stage may occur by a process of 

gradual strt1tnsthening.. (4) F:tna.111.11 both the response learn ... 

:tn.g stage and the association or hook ... up stage may be viewed 

as occurring in a single tr:t.alo 

!he establishment of single triAl learning as a verit1e.d 

phenomenon would stttengthen the oompute:tt simulation approach 

to cognitive activity {Newelli Shaw and Simon, l9S8; Hovland, 

1960; Paigenbaum and Simon, 1962} h One of the most hru:r:Lstic 

approaches to single trial learning has been the employment ot 

mathematical model$ (Estes 9 1950; 19.$9; Xintsoh~ 1963; Bower, 

1961} .. Howeve'.l'p computeri simnla.tion will not» and ne&d not, 

vait for the resolution of the single trial learning issue. 
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It seems likely that these two centempol'ary developme:nts in 

learning tbeoryot computer simu.latiGn .and mathematical 

models cited .above will complement each other 1:n pursuing a 

. resolution of the single trial learning controversy. 
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Deal' 

APPENDIX A 

RECRUITMENT LETTER SENT TO HIGH SCHOOL STUDENTS 

Room 106 
lmghe s Hall"' 
Kansas State College of Pittsburg 
December 6, 1963 

I am engaged 1n·a research project that w:111 aid us in 
understanding the process or humanlearn1rig. I want to 
help answez, the question, "How ao we Learn'l" YO\U' name has 
been selected from the College ~gh etll'ollment as one who 
would help me. If 1our volunteer, 7C>Ul' job will consist 
of lear,,ning t~·ee sets of verbal ma.ter:Lal at different 
times. The total experimental time should be about one 
hottl' and the experimental sessions would be scheduled during 
rour l1brar7 period if you are an 8th or 10th grader and 
during your free period if you are a senior. '!'he results of 
your pel'fo:ttmance will in no wa.7 influenoe rour class gl'a.des 
and will be held in contidenoe by me. 

Please check the approp~iate space below and retu~n 
the bottom part of this letter to th.e pr1noipal's office. 

You.rs tr-u.11, 

. John J. · Rearden 
· Asst •. Professor of Ps7cholog7 

•••~••••••••-•-••••••••aw••••••••-••••••••••••••••••-•••••••• 

----- I will° participate 

·----- I will .e.2!. ,participate 

Sign Here------------------
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STIMULUS MATERIAL BY MEANINGFULNESS LEVELS 
(HIGH) 

__ ...........__ ..... ·-"""'·----
Response Stimulus Single Repetitiona Element Syllable · · Triala 

A JOK 7 3 
B JYN ~ tt C GUL 
D BAW i 2 
E ~ ~ F DAS 4 
G WEK 2 6 
H FUS 3 5 
J MEL 3 ~ K BAL ~ L KAN J M RU'S 5 
N JUS 2 i * 0 WIC 7 
p RAC l 3 
Q LIO .3 l 
R WUN 3 5 s FAL 7 3 
T DIS 4 4 
u · PUD 9 * 3 
V LOS 3 2 
w MES 2 

fr X NIL 2· 
y CIG ~ l 
z FYR 6 
AA GOR 10 ~"* 2 
BB WOR 3 5 cc WIF l 2 
DD VOT 2 5 
EE GIL 2 5 
FF COK 2 3 
GG TOF 2 ~ HH JEF .3 
JJ BIL 9 * 4 
KK RAD 2 2 
LL TOX 2 4 
MM NOZ 2 7 
NN · SEZ 3 3 

(continued) 

- - ----- --- - -- ---- - -- - ------- - - - --- ----- -- -- - -
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Response Stimulus Single Repetitiona Element Syllable· Trial a 

00 DAL 10 '*~~ 5 
pp HAK 3 4 
QQ JEN 4 3 
RR SIC 2 5 ss WAT 2 3 
TT FIL 2 2 
uu KUR l tt w TOS 
WW CEL 2 2 
xx MOL 2 2 
Y':l LUF 1 

fr zz cus 7 

Cumulative Chi 
Square Value 69 ~Hl- 26 

~~ P< oO.!,b 
~•~~ P< .005 

a Number of times each pair appeared on final lists mastered 
by 6th, 8th, 10th, and 12th grade Ss. -

b Chi Square values are based upon deviations from the 
expeotancy of approximately four Ss having each pair on 
their mastered list. -



STIMULUS MATERIAL BY MEANINGFULNESS LEVELS 
(MEDIUM) 

Response Stimulus Single Repetit:tona Element Syllable Trial a -MO, .. -----~·-......... ____ .. _ .... __ ~ __ ._... ___ ,.. -· -· 
A JED 1,5 ~Ht- 3 
B KUX 2 6 
C LUH .5 .5 
D NYG 2 3 
E PUW 7 2 
F QOK l 7 
G WEZ 2 ! H BAZ 2 
J C'OY 7 
K LIH 3 3 
L KAG .5 3 
M HEZ 2 l 
N CAJ 3 5 
0 BUQ 10 ,Jt,,'3t, 

~ p TAV t Q SIW 2 
R QIV 7 § s GOZ 5 
T MIH 3 4 
u DAK 7 2 
V MO'H .5 3 
w MUY 2 2 
X NOF 4 2 
y TEH 3 3 
z QEY 3 5 
AA BEY 3 2 
BB ZAY 3 ~ cc ,ZOK 2 
DD BOP t 1 
EE HOW 8 ~} 
FF OEG 1 ~ GG CEX l 
HH FEG l~ 2 
JJ QUS ;L 6 
KK JUC 3 5 
LL TYS 3 2 
MM ZIN 9 ~} 3 
NN GYF .5 2 

(continued) 
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Response 
Element 

00 
pp 
QQ 
RR 
ss 
TT 
uu 
vv 
WW 
xx 
'YI· 
zz 

Cumulative Chi 
Square Value 

"" p < .05° 
*~t- P< .005 

Stimulus 
Syllable 

GYF. 
ICe.H 
!O]t'. 
QAV 
TUD 
VOD 
zox 
DYW 
JEC 
JIZ 
Fii 
FUY 

Single 
·Tr:La1a. 

~" 

o* 
3 
4 
K 
2 
l 
2 
3 
0 * 4 

89 ** 

88 

Repetitiona 
- ' ' . 

2 
5 
5 
6 
3 
2 
5 
7 

~ 
3 
2 

33 

a Number·of times eaoh pair appeared on final lists mastered 
by 6th, 8thr 10th, and 12th grade Ss, -

b Chi Square values are based upon deviations from the 
expeotanoy ofappttoximately four Ss having eaoh pail' on 
their mastered list. -



Response 
Element 

A 
B 
C 
D 
E 
F 
G 
H 
.J 
K 
L 
M 
N 
0 
p 
Q 
R 
s 
T 
u 
V 
w 
X 
y 
z 
AA 
BB 
cc 
DD 
EE 
FF 
GG 
HH 
JJ 
KK 
LL 
MM 
NN 

STIMULUS MATERIAL BY MEANINGFULNESS LEVELS 
(LOW) 

Stimulus 
Syllable 

Single 
Tr:La1a. Repetitiona 

WOJ 
CIJ 
QUX 
XUR 
xow 
X\JB 
xoc 
SYJ 
GUC 
FEQ 
XAP 
QOC 
GIK 
JYH 
QIF 
ZEH 
SYR 
SYB 
XOK 
QIW 
GOC 
JYV 
KEV 
ZIJ 
VYG 
VIF 
ZUH 
zos 
ZOB 
QOB 
zyB 
YAD 
XOY 
QOP 
VUP 
VCIB 
PIB 
ZOQ 

( continued) 
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9 ,J~ 

3 
1 
2 
6 
1 
2 
5 
1 
5 
2 
1 
5 
2 
3 
4 
3 
2 
3 
5 
3 
4 
7 
1 
4 

i 
1 
2 
1 
6 
1 
1 
2 

% -:~ 
5 

4 
5 
3 
2 
4 
1 
2 
3 
4 
3 
3 
5 
2 
l 
3 
5 
7 
4 
3 
l 
6 
6 
3 
3 
5 
7 
2 
5 
7 
2 
6 
3 
5 
6 
3 
3 
3 
5 
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Response Stimulus Single Repetitions. El~me:r1t ~ Syllable Trial a 

00 TEV 16 .,~~t~ 5 
pp QOX 3 ~. 
QQ MEW' 2 3 
RR TYV 4 2 
ss VUD 9 ~} 3 ~t+ 
TT XOL 8 {~ .5 
uu XYF 3 2 
vv GIX 3 7 
WW KIF l 2 
xx MYP l ~ Y.Y JUF 3 zz MYV ' 4 

Cumulative Chi 
S.quare Value 99 •:M~ 36 

{} P< ,o.5b 
olt-{~ P< ,00.5 

a Number· of times each pair appeared on final lists mast,ered 
by 6th, 8th, 10th, and 12th grade [s. 

b Chi Square values are based upon deviations from the 
expectancy of' approximately four ~shaving each pair 
on their mastered list, 
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